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Some glory in their birth, some in their skill,
Some in their wealth, some in their body's force,
Some in their garments, though new-fangled ill,
Some in their hawks and hounds, some in their hor
Lines 1-4, Sonnet 7CI, William Shakespeare
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CHAPTER I
THE BUSINESS ELITE
Introduction
This is a study of the men at the apex of a region-
al economic power structure. The choice of subject (the
Massachusetts business elite) and treatment (the divi-
sion of that elite into its religious and ethnic 1
components) embody the view that the economic and ethnic
histories of Massachusetts are tightly intertwined.
Is the state's business elite a cohesive unit which
shares a common background and common experiences, or
is it instead an amalgam of diverse and distinctive
sub-groups? How are differences of background and career
trajectory reflected in different avenues of arrival into
the elite, and different forms of participation for the
religiously-defined elite fractions? In order to answer
these questions, the study takes the form of a collective
biography, examining the origins, pathways, and affilia-
tions of 170 elite businessmen, and exploring the follow-
ing more limited questions:
1) Who are the 1980 Massachusetts business elite,
and how did they get there? What are the
2gious
, ethnic, and family oricri
2) What is the distribution of functional economicpower within the elite? Do certain fractions
control more or less of it? Do the differentfractions perform different functions or clusterin particular economic sectors? What economic
arrangement governs relations between the elite
fractions: competition, cooperation, or separa-
3) What is the relationship between the economic
elite and the upper class in Massachusetts in
1980? Does success in business guarantee access
to the civic and social institutions of the upper
class? What is the relationship between the old
elite, descended from earlier elites, and the new
elite, who have penetrated the elite on their
own? (2)
Chapter I sketches the framework within which these
questions will be explored, by examining the literature
on corporate control patterns, business elite research,
and modern Massachusetts economic history, as seen in
ethnic terms.
The literature on corporate control patterns con-
tributes several concepts to the framework of the study.
It stresses the importance of career trajectories , focus-
on the balance of power between the corporate inheritor
and the hierarchy-climbing bureaucrat or manager. It
tion?
also emphasizes the need to distinguish between func-
3
tional power and Job-title.
The literature on elite studies provides a general
methodology. It reemphasizes the varying routes to the
elite, and adds the concept of rates of mobility. This
section provides a background for Chapter II, a look
at the origins and pathways of the 1980 Massachusetts
business elite.
Finally, the section 'on Massachusetts economic his-
tory focuses on the patrician decline argument, which
posits a retreat by the descendants of the state's early
elites in the face of newer, more aggressive elites.
This section lays the groundwork for Chapter III, which
examines the economic, social, and civic affiliations
of the 1980 elite.
Corporate Control
Any attempt to gauge the distribution of economic
power rests on a series of assumptions as to where that
power resides. While most would agree that it belongs
to those who control the giant corporations, contending
theorists differ violently when it comes to specifying
a more precise location.
In 1932 Adolph Berle y asserted that the diffusion
li.
of corporate ownership to thousands of small stock-
holders had served to eliminate proprietary control.
The widespread dispersion of stock had left a gaping
corporate leadership vacuum, quickly filled by the
"managers "-the salaried executives who operated the
firms. These "new princes" or "economic autocrats"^
had usurped control at a key moment, Just when the con-
centration of economic power in the giant corporations
had become equivalent to "the concentration of religious
power in the medieval church or of political power in
the national state
.
In 1937 Ferdinand Lundberg6 attacked Berle's theory
of managerial control. Using the findings of the 1912
Senate Pujo Committee Report to underscore the far-
reaching influence of the proprietors, Lundberg argued
that America's largest corporations were still control-
led by their owners. In impressive detail, he showed
how a combination of techniques— interlocking directo-
rates, economic alliances between individuals, families,
and groups, and strategic stockholdings—could ensure
working control even for minority owners. He found
that working control could be achieved by coalitions of
family members and their economic allies, although each
5
individual might hold only a small percentage of the
company's stock. A combined total of only ten or
fifteen percent could be leveraged into working control.
Thirty years later the debate broke out afresh.
In 196? John Kenneth Galbraith, 7 following in Berle 's
footsteps, declared that corporate control was in the
hands of the technostructure
, the management apparatus
which Berle had called the technocracy. But while Berle
had pointed to the growth of the corporation and the
resulting dispersion of stock ownership as the factor
chiefly responsible for the withering away of proprie-
tary control, Galbraith stressed the increasing complex-
ity of the modern corporation.
Galbraith argues that increasingly sophisticated
production processes had made for much longer lag-times
between new product initiation and final sales, putting
a premium on forward planning. In addition, a growing
dependence on key suppliers and major customers had
brought new and potentially disastrous uncertainties
into business planning. In an effort to reduce its vul-
nerability, the modern corporation had adopted two new
strategies. It had integrated itself into a network
of intercorporate cooperation, in the form of Joint
ventures, guaranteed long-term contracts, and interlock-
6ing directorates, and it had developed, internally, a
complex and highly technical decision-making and plan-
ning process.
The latter factor, in particular, placed control
in the hands of the professional, technically-trained
managers, according to Galbraith. The owners and their
nominal representatives, the Board of Directors, lacked
the specialized skills and experience to participate
meaningfully in the decision-making process. As a
result, they merely ratified decisions made by the
managers
.
Galbraith's two major observations: the increasing
complexity of the modern corporation, and the increasing
interdependence between corporations
, were accurate and
timely. But he may have misread their meaning. First,
the advanced training needed to juggle complex produc-
tion schedules and to sculpt debentures was just as
readily available to the proprietary capitalist as to
the ambitious bureaucratic functionary. Second, the in-
creasing interdependence between corporations gave new
scope to the corporations* "liason" personnel, at all
levels, and perhaps most strongly at the board level.
Five years later (curiously the same lag-time it
7
had taken Lundberg to reply to Berle ) Philip Burch
challenged Galbraith in The Managerial Revolution re -
assessed: Family Control jn America *r Large Corpo-
tions. 8 Burch conceded that managerial control was
growing among the largest corporations at a rate of two
to five percent per decade, but he declared that fully
forty percent of the ^50 companies he examined were
probably or certainly family controlled, i.e. owner-
controlled. Like Lundberg, Burch rested his case on
the prominence of ongoing economic dynasties: The Du
Ponts, the Rockefellers, the Me lions
, and others.
In the heated theoretical debate, few paused long
enough to note that Berle's original figure of forty-four
percent managerial control and Burch's later estimate
of forty-two percent family-control were not irreconcil-
able, Burch, in fact, found that the proportion of
family-controlled firms differed markedly between differ-
ent economic sectors. Sixty percent of the merchandi-
sing companies were family-controlled, forty-five per-
cent of the industrials
, and only thirty-two percent of
the commercial banks. Furthermore, even within the in-
dustrial sector, he found that certain types of companies
exhibited a much higher rate of family control? these
8
included textiles, food and beverage, chemicals,
publishing and glass manufacturing. 9
Thus if patterns of corporate control differ by
sector and even by product line, the elite researcher
must be wary of assigning value to job-title alone.
He must try to identify the functional elite, distin-
guishing between the active and responsible profession-
al manager and the subservient functionary. 10
Business Elite Studies
Most studies of the American business elite have
had two goals. First, they have tried to discover and
explain the routes of upward mobility in business, to
map the pathways which lead to the elite plateau.
Second, they have tried to calculate and compare the
rates at which those mobility routes have been traveled,
Mto test the hypothesis that the American social system
has become more rigid."11
Studies of the modern period have relied on affilia
tions with major corporations to determine membership
in the business elite. But what is a major corporation?
Some have chosen to include firms with sales above a
specified level, or firms listed on a particular stock
9
exchange; some have tied the selection of firms to the
particular economic sectors they judge to be most im-
portant during a given period, i.e. merchant shipping,
textiles, railroads, or computers.
Others have rejected the positional definition of
the elite in favor of a reputatlonal method. Taussig
12and Joslyn, for example, combined reference books
and subjective judgements to construct their business
elite sample. While insisting the "standards of selec-
tion should be both uniform and objective," 13 Taussig
and Joslyn employed two young women to select the 15,000
most prominent and recognizable businessmen from a total
of 60,000 entries in Poor's Register of Directors
.
Their book, America's Business Leaders
, published in
1932, based its findings on responses to questionnaires
mailed out to the 15,000 selected businessmen. The
authors found that "10 per cent of the American popula-
tion produces 70 per cent of its business leaders . ""^
The favored ten percent were the sons of financially
comfortable fathers, men who received family sponsorship
advantages in education and in business. Was their
success due to "environmental privilege" or to "innate
superiority"? Although fully forty percent of the res-
10
pendents had received financial aid from their families,
Taussig concluded that "the inequality of earnings...
has its origins in a fundamental inequality of native
endowments, rather than inequality of opportunity."^
Underlining his Darwinian approach, Taussig suggested
that his conclusions be confirmed using evidence "not
only from social history and economic analysis, but
from sciences like genetics and psychology." 16
Lloyd Warner and James Abeggelen, 17 in 1955, de-
plored Taussig's scepticism about the advantages of
birth, and argued that their Big Business Leaders in
Amerlca were a "mobile class," and that ambition, abil-
ity, and education were the keys to business success.
"In the longest view possible, all evidence
indicates that in American society opportunity
continues to be realized, and increasingly so.
Rather than closing in on men of low birth, our
social system continues to make it possible to
move into elite positions in commerce and indus-
try," (18)
the authors concluded.
One positive side to this study was the imaginative
use of multiple methods, a combination of surveys, re-
search in printed sources, interviews, and such eyebrow-
raisin* adjuncts as the Thematic Appercetion Test. The
bold approach, however, failed to conceal the authors*
11
naivete. The closing paragraph of the book enthusi-
astically endorsed the Horatio Alger rags-to-riches
saga as a symbol of equality of opportunity. Alger,
they asserted, had often "been mentioned by the busi-
ness leaders as an important influence # M19
The choice of Alger as a symbol for social and
economic mobility put Warner and Abeggelen in direct
opposition to William Miller, who in 19^9 had used the
same metaphor to focus his rebuttal of the Alger myth.
In "American Historians and the Business Elite,"20
Miller scorned the romantic view that Americans shared
equality of opportunity. The upper reaches of business
were filled with Anglo-Saxon Protestants hailing from
well-to-do families, not the upwardly mobile underdogs
portrayed by Alger.
In "The Business Elite in Business Bureaucracies ,
"
21
Miller extended his analysis from the individual business-
man to include the corporate structure. Here he argued
that the development of giant, complex corporations had
rendered the indeoendent entrepreneur obsolete. Mew
small businessmen simply could not compete, and as a
result the executives of the large corporations had be-
come hirelings or inheritors, but not creators. Fully
59% of Miller's sample in this study had risen to the
elite by following either the bureaucratic or legal
routes, while a further 27% had inherited their posi-
tions. Only lk% had founded their own companies. 22
Of the inheritors, "most had taken over their father's
father-in-law's, or uncle's firms, others had used
their continuing connections with such firms or funds
available through them to gain key positions in major
outside companies .
"
2 3
This competition between the old men, the dynastic
corporate inheritors, and the new men, the upwardly
mobile managers and entrepreneurs, contributes a major
part to the framework of this study. But in Massachu-
setts that competition has been modified, or perhaps
reinforced, by the ethnic tensions between the descend-
ants of the early settlers and the children of the late
immigrants
•
Patrician Decline in Massachusetts ?
In Massachusetts in the mid-nineteenth century,
the bulk of economic power centered in a handful of
families. The Cabots
,
Lowells, Lawrences, Appletons,
Forbeses and their relations led the state's premier
companies, and their economic clout gave them dominant
13
voices in areas nominally divorced from business-,!*
politics, in society, and in civic and cultural affairs.
Economic expansion attracted European immigrants
who at first were welcomed as additions to the state's
labor force. But gradually the newcomers began to out-
number the natives, and the so-called Brahmin patrici-
an
ate girded itself to meet the changing conditions.
In 188^ Hugh O'Brien was elected as the first Irish
mayor of Boston, and in 189U a small group of concerned
native American intellectuals formed the Immigration
Restriction League. 2 ^ Challenged and outnumbered, the
Brahmins fortified themselves within a series of
privately-funded and privately-run institutional bas-
tions. From these redoubts they fought "a shrewd and
successful rearguard action to substitute financial for
political power.
Some observers have pointed, nevertheless, to a
patrician decline in Massachusetts in the post-Civil War
period. As originally expounded by Mann, Jaher,
Hofstader and others, the decline consisted of three
linked but discrete elements
:
1) The intellectual and moral revulsion evinced
by the established upper class for the methods
Ik
TonZit'iiitt:
a new> vigorous
'
2) An economic retreat in the face of the par-
vn^ii adVanS e ' es PeciaHy ^ the newer, moreolatile, and more remunerative industries,
which were ceded almost without opposition tothe new elite, while the patricians and theirheirs entrenched themselves in old, conserva-tive, ailing industries.
3) A social withdrawal behind the barricades of
exclusivity, effectively separating the unper
class from the rough and unmannered new elite.
The patrician decline thesis has come under sharp
attack on several counts. On the first point, recent
work has suggested that the bitterness and revulsion
towards business, as expressed by the much-quoted Adams
27brothers, has been overemphasized, and the commercial
exploits of their Brahmin contemporaries underdrawn.
Jaher himself noted that upper class disdain was large-
ly confined to the new entrepreneurs and that "Brahmin
attacks on businessmen excluded class associates and
28
ancestors
.
As for the second pillar of the thesis, economic
retreat, Kolko found that in 1890 "upper class Boston-
ians participated in many of the new industrial combina-
tions, dominating some of the more technologically
advanced and speculative industries Schumpeter suggested
15
would be controlled by new wealth and new men. General
Electric and American Telephone and Telegraph were
Boston-controlled firms.
-
29t30
An unpublished study of the next generation of
Massachusetts' elite businessmen found little if any
evidence of Brahmin decline in economic power. In 1919
the Boston business elite was among the most vital and
powerful in the country. "Four hundred and seventy men
from the Boston area held 689 positions of power on
142 New York Stock Exchange corporations
.. .a larger
total of men, posts, and firms than for any other Ameri-
can metropolis save New York City. "31 The ^^0^ of
the Boston economic elite was drawn from the city's
established upper class, while the second-largest group
consisted of newly-risen Yankees from poorer families
who shared the British Protestant backgrounds of their
Brahmin predecessors. Moreover, the most influential
of the elite, those active in three or more NYSE-listed
companies, were overwhelmingly Massachusetts-born men
from well-to-do English and Scottish families. Fully
half were Unitarians, the traditional religion of the
patriciate. In short, the Brahmin upper class and the
functional economic elite were practically co-terminous
in 1919. 32
Two factors account for the maintenance of Brahmin
economic power from the mid-nineteenth to the early
twentieth century. First was the preservation nr
coital originally accumulated by Family Founders~by
the textile, railroad, shipping and utility company
magnates of the nineteenth century. The breakdown of
family capital, as fortunes were shared out among multi-
ple heirs was more illusory than real. The family trust
and the development of the trust company concentrated
the discretionary control of family capital in the hands
of a professional investor, the trustee. Such men,
usually either descendants or in-laws of the family's
original money-maker, typically controlled the holdings
of several related and allied family groups. In this
way the relative economic clout of the trustee often
surpassed that of the Family Founder, even though the
trustee himself might be a salaried employee with modest
holdings of his own. In other words, even as the owner-
ship of capital was becoming dispersed, the operational
control of capital was becoming more concentrated.-^
Aided by a liberal interpretation of the "prudent
man" investment rule, and by generously-drawn and
quickly-granted state charters, Massachusetts' patrician
17
investment houses and trust companies led the nation
in pioneering new techniques In money management. As
a result, important new sources of out-of-state (and
new elite) capital were entrusted to the patrician
trustees
.
This was the second factor chiefly responsible
for the economic stamina of the Brahmins, the timely
shift of energy and capital Into the financial sector
.
Even while impugning the economic power of the patri-
cian class, Jaher acknowledged that an exception had
to be made in this area. The Brahmins "were better
able to maintain stature in investment banking than in
industry.
.. .Encroachments by new finane iers ... or new
institutions.
. .did not seriously disturb the position
of upper class Bostonlans in banking. The ancient
First National Bank and Massachusetts Life lost ground
to newer Brahmin houses rather than to other groups."3^' 35
In Massachusetts the financial sector, as we will
see, is still a patrician preserve, with two Important
consequences. First, the new elites, the "new men",
have been forced to channel their efforts into other
sectors of the economy. In addition, the financial
leverage, and lending power of the Brahmins enabled them
18
to govern the infusion of capital into new enterprises,
and thus to control their rate of growth.
Galbraith contended that in the twentieth century
the profits of the giant corporations had financed the
firms' own expansion, and had lessened dependence on
borrowed capital. 36 0n fche contrary> the ^
of the (ethnic and scientific) entrepreneurs in Massa-
chusetts were greatest at the point of expansion from
local to regional scope. It was precisely at this point
that the new and old elites began to develop functional
economic relationships, based on the native control of
capital resources.
One Brahmin financier, President of a private in-
37vestment company, was asked about the opportunities
for new businesses in the state in 1980. Had growth,
concentration, and complexity precluded the chance for
starting a successful small business? "In this area?"
he exploded. "Hell no. There are little entrepreneurs
springing up all over. I've backed a few."3 8
The importance of capital to the entrepreneur was
confirmed from the other side of the hill. One very
successful ethnic businessman "...was given money by the
Blank National Bank and the Null Trust Company. I didn't
deserve it. They were betting on me."^
CHAPTER II
ORIGINS AND PATHWAYS, THE ELITE FRACTIONS
The Mass 8 0 Business Elite Sample
In the framework of this study, the terms "the
business elite" or "the 19 80 elite" refer to a group of
170 individuals. Each is a director of at least two
major Massachusetts corporations. The sample was con-
structed as follows.*
First, in collaboration with Jeffrey Segel, a cor-
porate sample of eighty major Massachusetts corporations
was constructed: forty-two Industrial firms, eleven
banks or bank holding companies, seven utilities, six
insurance companies, four investment firms, and ten
miscellaneous companies, mainly engaged in sales and
service. Within each of the six sectors the largest
firm (by sales, assets, or deposits as of 198O) were in-
cluded, down to a general cutoff point of sales of 3100
million (for the industrials, utilities, and sales and
service companies) or assets or deposits or $500 million
(for the banks, Insurance companies, and investment
firms). Table A-l in the Appendix of Tables lists the
The Appendix on Methods describes in detail the con-
struction of the sample (s), both corporate and individual,
and the process of collecting biographical information.
s which comprise the Mass 80 corporate
sample
.
The corporate sample in turn generated a group of
861 persons, all the directors of all the eighty firms.
Biographical information on the 861 directors was then
assembled from reference books. At the data-processing
stage, however, it was decided that the group was
simply too large to work with, given the constraints
of time and resources. Therefore, only those indivi-
duals who sat on two or more Mass 80 boards were inc-
luded in the Mass 80 business elite gamble, 1 listed in
Table A-2 in the Appendix of Tables. This group of 170
individuals, then, contained those businessmen who had
multiple voices in the boardrooms of the state's major
corporations
.
Further biographical information was collected be-
fore the "dossiers" were trimmed down to kl variables
for coding on the computer. After input, editing, and
correction, the biographical database was subjected to
a series of SPS^ programs designed to tabulate and co-
rrelate the data. Most of the tables and figures which
accompany this study were drawn directly from this bio-
graphical database, as explained in the Appendix on
Methods. Many of the examples and generalizations which
21
sprinkle the text were also drawn from the database,
others, including most of the direct quotations, were
taken from a series of personal interviews with four
members of the 1980 elite.
^
Chapter II examines the origins and pathways of
the 1980 elite, beginning with a look at the backgrounds
and origins of the 170-member business elite sample.
Origins of the Business Elite
• Of the 170 individuals in the business elite
sample, I65 are White males? only four are women, and
only one is Black. One (White male) member of the
elite mentioned "...a very deliberate effort to get
women and minorities onto boards,"4 but the example he
cited failed to fully support his point. "The Elack
Life Insurance Company," he said, "is making a major
effort in that direction, a very laudable one, and I
think a fairly effective one. We have something like
twenty Vice Presidents who are Black. Now we do have a
lot of Vice Presidents..."^
The current corporate eagerness to hire women and
Blacks as executives has not been matched by a corres-
ponding willingness to coopt them as directors. Both
22
groups are increasing their participation in big busi-
ness, but very few members of either had reached the
rarlfied level of multiple directorships in Massachu-
setts* major corporations in I960. The boundaries of
the state's business elite are sharply circumscribed
by gender and by race: 165 of the 1?0 elite individuals
are White males
.
The youngest member of the group was born in 1939,
the oldest in 1900. Table 2-1 compresses the birthdates
of the elite into five-year cohorts, while a year by
year breakdown is Included in the Appendix of Tables.
The largest five-year cohort is composed of those born
between 1915 and 1919, while the next youngest cohort
is only slightly smaller. These Individuals, between
the ages of 56 and 65 in 1980, tended to hold senior
positions in their own firms, and to hold more outside
directorships than either the younger or older groups.
The business elite is a senior elite: most of its mem-
bers were over 60 in 1980.
Table 2-2 shows that the group is a regional elite,
although it draws many of its members from far afield.
At least 8^ of the elite were born outside Massachusetts,
and at least 72 were born outside New England. One
study of the 1919 Massachusetts business elite found^
a much narrower spectrum of birthplaces. Seventy-eight
Percent of the earlier elite was born in Massachusetts,
and fully 9Q% in New England. 7
Birthplace, more than age, seems to have had a
shaping effect on the particular pathways the elite
Pursued in their business careers. Those born in Massa-
chusetts of those with a known birthplace) account-
ed for all of the lawyers and 82% of those working in
the sales and service sector. The homegrown product
also accounted for 53% of those working in the invest-
ment sector. Conversely, the Massachusetts
-born were
under-represented in the industrial and insurance sec-
tors, where those born outside the state predominated.
Eut, as we shall see in the section on the career tra-
jectories of the elite, other factors also influenced
the elites' choices of pathways; especially religion.
Religious affiliations also fit into the age and
birthplace matrices. Table 2-3 shows that only 17%
of those born outside Massachusetts are Non- Protestants
,
compared to 39% of those born in Massachusetts. More-
over, Catholics and Jews tended to be somewhat younger
than their Protestant elite counterparts.
The simple presence of so many Mon-Protestants in
2U
the state's business elite was noteworthy, especially
in contrast with other studies of other elites. One
study, for example, examined the national business
elite of the 187 0's, and found no Non-Protestants at
all; 8 four denominations (Episcopalian, Presbyterian,
Congregationalism and Unitarian) accounted for ?1%
of the national elite. Another study, comparing the
national business elite of 1900 with that of 1950,
found a dramatic Increase in the proportion of Kon-
Frotestants, though Catholics were still the most under-
represented group, compared to their proportion of the
entire population.* The same denominations identified
in the 1870's elite were still predominant. In 1900
and again in 1950. the Episcopal, Presbyterian, and
Congregationalist denominations each contributed more
than four times their proportionate share of top execu-
tives. Yet another study looked at the national busi-
ness elite of 1975, and discovered only 10% Catholics
and 5% Jews. 10
For the 1980 Massachusetts elite, religious affilia-
tions could be firmly established for only 69 individuals
(see Table 2-4). Exactly a third were Catholic or
Jewish. The 1980 elite is far more religiously diverse
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than its national counterpart, or than Its own 1919
Massachusetts predecessor, which was 97* Protestant. 11
The religious diversity of the 1980 Massachusetts
elite is also a key conceptual component of this
study. Later sections will explore the different ave-
nues of arrival of the different religious groups, the
different roles they play in the state's economic
structure, and the economic and social interaction
between them. In every area, patterns which differen-
tiate the groups will be found, in fact they are more
mobility groups than they are religious groups. Prom
this point on, the religiously-defined components of
the elite will be referred to as fractions
, both as a
convenient label, and to emphasize the differences
which characterize the fractions' elite members.
In order to maximize the exploration of fractional
experience, those individuals whose religious affilia-
tions could be reasonably inferred were added to the
fractions. An Irish name, a Holy Cross diploma, and a
regentship at a Catholic college placed a man in the
Inferred Catholic category; a Jewish father and a dir-
ectorship in a Jewish charitable agency placed him in
12the Inferred Jewish category. Table 2-5 illustrates
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the breakdowns between confirmed and Inferred religious
affiliations, the totals comprise the fractions whose
activities are described in the following sections,
and whose membership is used to tabulate certain tables.
Ethnic differences further divide the fractions,
but these differences appear to be less Important. The
deepest divisions, based on geography and family back-
ground, are among the Protestants. The upper class
descendants of the Boston Brahmin aristocracy, and of
a more recent but equally dynastic Yankee Technocracv,
form one wing of the fraction. Protestants born out-
side the state—generally younger and holding more
Junior positions in the corporate hierarchy—form the
other wing. The Jewish fraction is perhaps the most
cohesive, composed mainly of Massachusetts-born descend-
ants of Russian immigrants. 13 The Catholic fraction
contains at least four men of Italian ethnicity, but
is predominantly Irish.
Fathers and Fathers-in-law
Information on the family backgrounds of the I960
elite was incomplete. It was much easier to obtain
information on the wealthier and more socially prominent
g f0r the fathers and fathers-in-law
of the elite, it was also easier to trace the former.
Nevertheless, Who's Who entries and/or New York Times
obituaries were obtained for Uj fathers and 19 fathers-
in-law of the I960 elite.
The occupations of the two groups were almost
identical, as shown in Table 2-6. Generally they fell
into three categories
:
2)
r?^T!i bus *nessmen associated with majorfinancial, and manufacturing companies,
2) second-echelon businessmen: plant managers,
operations managers, division heads, etc.,
3) Professional men: mainly educators and writers,
and including one clergyman.
The first group accounted for about a third of the
total. Based in Boston, it contained some of the most
powerful Brahmin and Yankee elite individuals in the
city. Ralph Lowell, Philip Stockton, and Charles
Francis Adams headed Boston's largest banks? Sinclair
Weeks and Ellis Brewster led major manufacturing firms;
many had full or part-time connections with private
Investment firms.
Furthermore, all but one of the men in Table 2-7
were bound together in a network of institutions; most
2
graduated from Harvard College,
.any held directorship
in each other's firms, and almost all belonged to a
small circle of clubs. All three elements had charac-
terized the Friday Evening Club a century earlier; all
three are present in the 1980 elite as well.
Nine of the fathers and fathers-in-law took law
degrees. Six practiced corporate law, four taught law
at one time or another, and three became judges, in-
cluding one Catholic and one Jew. 1^ Three other
Jewish forbears of the 1980 elite had similar careers.
Each took over a small family business and built it
into a chain-store giant: Fred Lazarus of Federated,
Sidney Rabb of Stop & Shop, and Albert Steiger of
Steiger 's
.
Family sponsorship in business was a key element
for the 1980 elite as well. The section on career
trajectories examines such sponsorship, while Chapter
IV presents several family case-studies which look at
the mechanisms of family sponsorship, marriage alliances
and institutional bonding patterns. But before the
business elite married and went to work, most went to
college
.
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Education: gfarvard_andM
. I . T
.
Table 2-8 tabulates the college and postgraduate
degrees earned by the 1980 elite. Compared with the
educational patterns found In other elite studies,
three points emerge.
First
'
an increasing proportion n-r i-y elite
attends college
.
In 19 00 about h0% of the elite had
some college, by 19 2 5 over half were college men. and
by 1950 about three-quarters.^ Eut college has been
more popular, and more available, in Massachusetts.
Fully lh% of the 1919 elite had attended college, and
at least 92# of the 1980 elite.
Second
»
an Increasing proport ion of the elite have
gone on to take postgraduate degrees , in business, law,
engineering, or science.
Third
»
the pattern of attendance (see Table 2-8)
shows a marked centralization at a few colleges
. Har-
vard, which dispensed ^0 undergraduate 16 and 56 advanced
degrees, was the leader. Which members of the elite
went to Harvard? Roughly the same proportion of each
elite fraction attended (see Table 2-9), but the figures
mask qualitative differences in the Harvard experience
of the different fractions, beginning with the route to
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Harvard
.
Yearbook entries were obtained for Harvard
College man. Only eight had gone to a public high
school: six of the twelve Non- Protestants
, but only
two of the twenty-two Protestants.
Instead of admission through prep schools, Bost-
on's Jewish elite families used the Boston Latin School
as their gate to Harvard. "There were sixteen Jews
in my class at the Latin School," one Jewish business-
man remembered. "Two hundred and fifty that started,
eighty-nine graduated, and all sixteen of the Jews
graduated in that eighty-nine
... I got in by taking ten
exams, five in the third year and five in the fourth
year. You had to pass them all. If you passed them
all, you were taken in. " ^
Once in Harvard, the differences between the frac-
tions intensified. Theodore White, in In Search of
History, notes "three groups- white men, gray men and
meatballs .. .White men were youngsters of great name...
gray men were mostly public-high-school boys, sturdy
sons of America's middle class ... Meatballs were usually
day students or scholarship students (who)... came to
get the Harvard badge, which says 'Veritas,' but really
means a job.
.
. "18
One measure of status at Harvard is membership
in one of the exclusive waiting or final clubs. Four-
teen of the elite belonged to such clubs. All but one
had gone to a private prep school, while the sole
Catholic was President of his freshman class and play-
ed varsity football for three years. In fact no less
than fourteen of the 19 80 elite played on a Harvard
varsity sports team, and four served as varsity mana-
gers, as did two students at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology. Counting basketballs and getting
along with swell-headed halfbacks call upon some of
the same skills needed later in the corporate sphere.
In general, as shown in Table 2-10, Protestants were
more involved in extracurricular activities than
Catholics or Jews, and many of the affiliations of the
latter groups were with organizations like the Menorah
Society, the Zionist Club, or the Newman Club.
Analyzing the career trajectories of 10,000 male
college graduates, Patricia Salter West stressed the
importance of education as "the main means of upward
mobility," and applauded what she called the "deraocrati
zation of the American college system." As evidence
she pointed to the increasing proportion of graduates
who had worked during college or who had received some
form of scholarship or financial aid, and a shrinking
proportion whose education had been completely family-
funded. 19 west went on to qualify her applause, con-
tending that only admission to college had been extend-
ed. The rewards of graduation, as measured by annual
income, accrued mainly to three overlapping groups:
1}
farily!f
h
unLrCati °n °T
2) those who attended the more prestigious and
more heavily-endowed institutions,
3) those who entered business, law, or medicine,
rather than teaching, engineering, religion,
or the arts
.
At Harvard, the Non-Protestants were more likely
to live at home, and also more likely to receive scho-
larships. Five of the Harvard men listed business and
five listed law as their "intended vocation." Three
planned to become engineers, while the one prospective
doctor went into accounting instead.
How did West's second point, the advantage of
attending a prestigious, heavily-endowed college, affect
annual income after college? West found that men who
had attended Harvard, Yale, or Princeton had a much
higher median income throughout their careers. They
earned 20% more than other Ivy League graduates, and
almost 50£ more than Big Ten graduates. 20 Another
study concluded that Harvard in particular provided
"not just a degree, but a series of contacts, associa-
tions, and an image of exclusivity which can be most
helpful in launching developing a career. The counter-
part... from Mudville State College lacks most of these
advantages save the degree. h21
Harvard had two measurable effects on its gradu-
ates in the 1980 elite. First, Harvard College men
tended to hold more Mass 80 directorships; seven out
of held four or more Mass 80 seats, compared to
only 13 of the 127 non-Harvard graduates. Second, the
Harvard men clustered in two particular economic sect-
ors, contributing twice their proportion of those
entraged in investments or in sales and service.
So far the discussion has been confined to Harvard
College, but the school's postgraduate schools provide
another link to the state's business community. Swin-
yard and Bond found that while "the leading schools do
not dominate executive undergraduate education. ..( o )n
3^
the graduate and professional level, there is more
significant concentration of degrees in a few leading
schools. Harvard heads the list."22 Looking at a
sample of 11,000 top executives, Swinyard and Bond
found that Harvard accounted for only 2.7# 0f the
undergraduate degrees, but 15.7!* of the law degrees,
and fully 22. 5# of the M.B.A.'s.
For the 1980 Massachusetts elite, the Harvard
professional school degrees outnumber the College
degrees, but by a much slimmer margin. Thirty-six
degrees have been earned at the Business School, and
seventeen at the Harvard Law School. The Business
School graduates include both M.B.A.'s and graduates
of the school's Advanced Management Program, which
offers an intensive thirteen week course in modern
management skills to working middle-echelon managers,
whose company must pay for the course. The AMP acts
as a re-evaluation point and a re-employment bureau
for its students. One Chairman of a Mass 80 corporation
"...went to the AMP course and realized ... I was able to
measure myself against people in other industries, ver-
sus the strictly hierarchical, comparing myself to my
bosses and their bosses...! sat next to somebody from
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the Army or somebody from a show company, or General
Eleotric, and I realized what my value was, compared
to the others. I got a little different perspective,
that was not company-specific. As a result of that I
began new things .
"
2 3 ^ years aftep graduating from
the AMP course, he became a divisional manager; later
leaving the firm (as a Vice President) to eventually
become Chairman of another firm.
The second most-attended college, next to Harvard,
is the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, M.I.T..
Its technical specialties complement Harvard, while
the two schools, a mile apart on the Charles River,
share numerous Joint research centers and common pro-
grams. But M.I.T.'s contribution to Massachusetts,
like Harvard's, transcends academia. Speaking to a
space symposium in Houston in 1962, James Killian, then
President of the M.I.T. Corporation, summed up its po-
sition in a baseball metaphor, likening the triple-play
combination of government to education to business to
Tinkers to Evers to Chance. 214'
The link to government tightened during the Second
World War, when M.I.T. took in $117 million in govern-
ment contracts, mainly in research. After the war, the
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economic effects of this government-sponsored research
spun off in dozens of directions. Three Tech alumni
formed the EG & G Corporation, prime contractor of
the nuclear test program.25 Llncoln^ Instrumenta_
tion Labs, and the MITBE Corporation all spun off to
undertake classified government research contracts.
Arthur D. Little, President of the Alumni Association,
bequeathed to the school a controlling interest in the
firm he founded, Arthur D. Little, Inc.. 26
Both M.I.T. and Harvard have had striking success
in enlisting their most prominent alumni in a web of
Associations, visiting Committees, corporate Memberships,
and positions as Overseers and Fellows. Six members
of the 1980 elite are Members of the M.I.T. Corporation,
while one is Harvard's Senior Fellow, four are Harvard
Overseers, and at least ten have been members of various
Harvard Visiting Committees. 2 ?
One or two businessmen take a dimmer view of the
schools' effort to create "an enduring affiliation."
"My career at Harvard was a brief one," William
W. Wolbach informed his classmates in the Class 25th
Anniversary Report. "One year in the Yard and one in
Dudley Hall as a dropped freshman, after which all
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connections were severed. However, the University was
prompt to re-establish a relationship for fund-raising
purposes . **28
Others drift away. "My chief outside interest
these days concerns the affairs of the University of
Massachusetts. This has come with the public recogni-
tion that there aren't enough Harvards to take care of
all the youngsters of ability who are entitled to
quality education,- Joseph P. Healey wrote in his own
25th Class Report. 29
More common, however, is the continuation and re-
inforcement of the Harvard affiliation through fund-
raising, committee work, reunions and athletic events,
and the Harvard Club. 30 Continued ties to the college
help to maintain ties to other elite alumni, offering
access to a network of alumni very prominent in the
state's business elite. No less than 73 individuals
have attended Harvard or Radcllffe at some point? 21
attended M.I.T.
Where did the elite go after college? And when
did college occur in their lives? Table 2-11 shows that
124 of the elite individuals graduated from college
between the ages of 21 and 2U, Next came marriage, by
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the age of 28, i<* of the elite were married. For
many, though, marriage and career were delayed by war.
The Busine ss Elite In the Military.
Over a third of the males in the 1980 business
elite served in the Second World War, as shown in
Table 2-12. Table 2-13 shows that the incidence of
service in the armed forces was roughly equal for each
of the elite fractions, but once inside the military,
the fractions had very different experiences.
First, the fractions tended to Join different
services. The elite Protestants tended to join the
Navy, and the elite Catholics, relative to the Protest-
ants, tended to Join the Army; the proportion of Naval
service was high for the group as a whole. The tradi-
tional interethnic infantry squad, as depicted by late
movies and serious novelists, 31 usually included a
Boston Irishman. The choice was apt, since the Protest-
ant Bostonian was far more likely to be on the bridge
of a destroyer or at the helm of a torpedo boat.
"P.T. boats seemed a natural for one brought up
on Buzzard's Bay... and ending up with a squadron of
twelve of Uncle Sam's smallest and fight ingest private
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Private yachts at the disposal of a mere lieutenant
was all that any seafaring man could ask," one man
fondly recalled.' 2 Another wrote of "the satisfaction
of a command, the best experience one can have in any
military service. "33
Both these naval officers, like all but three of
those who served in the military,^ were amateur
soldiers. Both were Harvard graduates, listed in the
19^0 Boston Social Register^ and hailing from impecc-
able Brahmin families, the Mams and Hallowells. A
yearbook poll of wartime Harvard students confirm the
preference for naval service. Nineteen percent of the
students planned to go into the Navy while twenty-six
percent wanted to go; forty-four percent were planning
to join the Army, but only twenty-seven percent wanted
Ten years later, during the Korean War, Harvard
seniors still preferred the Navy, but the Mr Force
was gaining fast. Harvard's enthusiasm for the Korean
War was lacking; 61% of those polled planned to wait
to be drafted, to remain in R.O.T.C., to become con-
scientious objectors, or "to try by any means to be
deferred as long as possible. "3^
uo
Two members of the business elite re-enlisted for
Korea after having served in World War II. "Two weeks
after Harry Truman said some of the Reserves were
needed, I was in San Diego, house sold, business
severed, family on the move. The Korean hitch was
quite rewarding... we flew a fabulous machine," one of
them later wrote. Not all was sacrifice. "The last
part of the Korean service was the sugar coating on
the pill... duty in Hawaii on Admiral Radford's staff,
a seven months paid vacation on Oahu."39
Promotion is one concrete measure of wartime suc-
cess, and here the 1980 elite excelled. Of the eighty-
six men who are known to have served in the military,
rank was established for forty-nine—forty-seven were
officers. Even assuming that enlisted men would be
less likely to report rank in Who's Who
.
2*0 the percent-
age of officers is remarkable. If all those who did
not report a rank were enlisted men, the business eli te
still produced more than six times its proportion of
officers
.
24,1
A postwar study of promotion patterns In the Army
pointed to two key factors: the desire for promotion,
and education. The authors found it "reasonable to
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suspect that men who were In higher class positions
in civilian life, or who aspired to such positions,
would be most concerned to achieve status in the Army."
Furthermore, "the proportion wanting to be officers...
diminished steadily as one went down the educational
ladder... some college men.
. .wanted to be officers, but
not non-coms
.
"*4'2
The desire for promotion was much higher among
Harvard students than among college men in general,
fully 95% of the Harvard men polled wanted to commission,
while Iht confidently expected to get one . "^3 Education
was also a key criteria for promotion, and here the
1980 elite was amply qualified. The Army study found
that U0% of college graduates became officers, compared
to only 8% of high-school graduates and less than 1% of
those men with no high school. The study did not exa-
mine religion as a factor in promotion. Table 2-15
provides a breakdown by branch of service and officer
rank by religious affiliation. The 1980 elite attained
officer rank most readily in the Navy, while in general
Protestants accounted for most of the officers.
How did the war affect the careers of the business
elite? One businessman, who managed an ordnance plant,
U2
saw the war as "a critical incident which forced some
demonstration of peer-recognized talent
.. .there was a
demand for people, and there weren't many people quali-
fied. So you got pushed ahead."^
For many of the elite World War II was a fulcrum,
a pivot around which college, marriage, and career
revolved. Between 19^0 and 1951. 75 college degrees
and k6 advanced degrees were taken by the elite, during
the same period, 76 were married for the first time.
Medals and rank or success on the home front often
propelled men Into careers with an impetus slowly if
ever regained. One man began the war at a bank, as an
assistant cashier. He was a Vice President by 19^6,
but then filled that post for the next fourteen years.
^
6
Another man had been a fire prevention engineer for
six years before the war. He became a Vice President
during the war and took over as President in 19^9,^7
during the post-war reshuffle. The same momentum work-
ed on men returning home from the war. One was demobi-
lized in I9U6 and agreed to take over the ailing family
business "for two years , and wound up staying on
permanently.
*0
Career Tralectorles of t he Business Elite
Rates. Routes, and Sectors
Most of the elite was too young to step right
'
into a leading position in business after the war. !
Many had to climb the corporate ladder before attain- \
ing a Presidency in the 1950's or 1960's. Others, '
however, took over a company immediately: either by j
inheriting an old one or by starting a new one.
j
William Miller^ described four distinct career
paths or trajectories leading to the business elite:
family sponsorship or inheritance, bureaucratic advance-
ment up the corporate hierarchy, the entrepreneurial
route, and the practice of law.
The quickest and surest pathway to the elite lay
in joining a family business. Some of these inheritors
cheerfully acknowledged family assistance, while at the
same time dwelling on their "humble beginnings." Louis
Wellington Cabot "took my young bride, my infant son,
and my shiny new M.B.A. off to Texas to work forty
hours a week as a laborer in a carbon black plant, while
living for the other hours the flatteringly distorted
life of an heir apparent in a company town. Before one
short year was completed the chance came to organize a
ij4
new carbon black factory in England. From trainee to
full responsibility overnight . "5°
Marriage ties, as well as blood relationships,
brought family assistance.
-A family business was the
last thought in mind," one man confided breezily to
his Harvard classmates.
"But, being in the fourth
generation, and all sons-in-law, seemed to provide a
good opportunity in this 13^-year-old company.
"
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The dynasts, beneficiaries of their ancestors' and
in-laws' economic achievements, show pride in their own
accomplishments even when they acknowledge family
sponsorship. Thus one man declared that he had taken
"a small family-owned business" and managed from modest
beginnings to create the largest shopping center theatre
circuit in the United States." 52 William Miller admit-
ted that these family men "were certainly not among the
least able,"52A and among the 1980 elite many of the
inheritors did rescue and rebuild floundering companies,
or turned small firms into giants
.
Family sponsorship took place, for the business
elite, in every economic sector except insurance, but
most frequently in the investment and sales and service
sectors. But opportunities for direct family sponsor-
ship were limited. Only twenty-one of the eighty
firms in the Mass 80 corporate sample were Judged to
be family-controlled; these firms are listed in Figure
2-16. Eleven of the family-controlled companies were
controlled by Jewish families, or groups of families,
nine were controlled by Protestant families, and two
by Catholic families. Table 2-l7 lists 3 2 members of
the 1980 business elite who received family sponsorship
in business. Nineteen are Protestant, eleven are
Jewish, and two are Catholic; one from each of the two
Mass 80 firms controlled by Catholic families.
Denied the advantage of family sponsorship, Catho-
lics, and Protestants born outside Massachusetts, tended
to take the bureaucratic route, as hired managers.
Lawrence McGourty, for example, an Irish Harvard
graduate, noted ruefully that, "Upon graduation, after
abortive attempts to enter a prestigious field-banking
or investments-I decided to become a merchant and start-
ed at Filene's in Boston as a stockboy . "^3 It took
McGourty eight years to rise to buyer at Filene's depart-
ment story, despite his Harvard degree. At the age of
forty-three he celebrated a promotion; he became a shoe
company stylist, and eventually rose to become President
of Thorn McAn, but much slower than the family-men made
U6
their way to the top, Cabot was thirty-nine when he
took over as President of the firm his grandfather
had founded.
The bureaucratic pattern cf ascent was most
prevalent In the insurance and banking sectors, as
seen in Table 2-18. Gerhard D. Bleicken joined the
John Hancock Life Insurance Company in 1939, and became
Chairman in 1970.55 ^ men whQ ^
men of the Shawmut Corporation Joined the bank in 1928
and 1937. Both were directors of the Shawmut in 1980,
though both were retired. Table 2-18 shows that the
rate of promotion varied by sector for the 1980 elite.
The two fastest routes to the elite, inheritance and
entrepreneurs hip, provided shortcuts.
The 1982 Venture "100" included six Mass 80 com-
panies, each among "the 100 largest entrepreneurial
companies in America, ranked according to 1981 sales.
To qualify, a company must have been founded from
scratch (rather than through a buyout or merger), and
still be headed by the founder or founders."^
Curiously, two of the entrepreneurial companies
included in the Venture "100" were also included in
Table 2-16 as family-controlled firms
. Wang Labora-
u7
tories and The Stop & Shop Companies, Inc. (see Table
2-19) actually qualify for both categories. The two
firms, one a fast-growing computer company and the
other an established retailing chain, have little in
common except a similar pattern of corporate control;
both are presently engaged in transferring leadership
to a new generation. At Stop & Shop. Avram Goldberg,
son-in-law of the founder, Sidney R. Rabb, took over
the Residency in 1971. An Wang was approaching re-
tirement in 1982, and it was as yet unclear whether
he would turn over his company to his son or to a
"professional manager
.
Lawyers comprise the fourth elite cohort described
by Miller, who dismisses them as "outsiders," as cor-
porate hirelings chosen for their legal expertise,
divorced from the centers of corporate control. But in
Inside Counsel, Outside Director
. William Hudson docu-
mented the growing employment of lawyers in big business,
both as directors and as executives . 59 The experience
of the 1980 elite generally supports Hudson. At least
twenty-four of the business elite hold law degrees, but
only seven practiced law in I960 as their principal
activity. One man listed as a lawyer said that he actu-
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ally devoted only about 1 5% of his time to legal work.
Half his time was spent on civio and charitable affairs,
and the remainder as an outside director of nine cor-
porations.
Moreover, Boston's major law firms are important
power centers in their own right. A large firm may
have a dozen partners sitting on the boards of twenty
large companies, while it simultaneously serves as
"outside counsel" to another forty, 61 filling both
halves of Hudson's prescription. The big law firms,
like the big universities, also control resources com-
parable to those of the major corporations through
their trust departments and endowment funds. Boston's
lawyers also provide a pool of talent for the state's
large corporations. Six members of the business elite
resigned from Boston's leading law firms, as shown in
Table 2-20. Five of the six took "inside" corporate
positions, while one went into private practice and
also served as Secretary of Teradyne.
A fifth route to the 1980 business elite was a
career in education. Twelve of the elite are full-time
or retired academics. As with law, the spheres of
scholarship and business swap members frequently. The
^9
tendency Is to go from education to business. Colman
M, Mockler Jr. gave up his teaching post at the Harvard
Business School to go with Gillette, Ralph Z. Sorenson
went from the Business School to the Presidency of
Babson College, before quitting to become President of
the Barry Wright Corporation. 62
Four of the elite educators work at Harvard; six
are at K.I.T.
.
Very few members of the business elite have stray-
ed from these four (or five counting education) path-
ways. The multiple-director elite sample included one
doctor, one museum administrator, and one civic worker.
How do these career trajectories correlate with
the religiously-defined elite fractions? Without family
sponsorship, Catholics, and Protestants born outside
Massachusetts, tended to follow the bureaucratic path-
way. Massachusetts
-born Protestants and Jews stood the
best chance of direct family sponsorship, and tended
to cluster in the financial and sales and service sect-
ors, respectively. Table 2-21 crosstabulates the
economic sectors in which the business elite worked in
1980 with their religious affiliations
. Each fraction
clustered s Protestants in the financial, industrial,
and non-corporate sectors. Catholics in industry,
and Jews in sales and service.
The notion of sector-specialization by religion
or ethnicity, especially in big business, is not a new
one. In 1936 Fortune magazine observed that:
"What is remarkable about the Jews... is not their?S POW^' but thei r curious industrialdistribution, their tendency to crowd togetherin particular squares of the checkerboard? Thereason for their crowding must be found in theirmost pronounced psychological trait- theirclannishness, their tribal inclination. The
lETShiS £o6lr C^° 1Ce °f Part^lar squares
o^?h!^ t Cr0Wd must be fcmnd in historicalaccident. Jews are in scrap iron because theywere once in the Junk business, and they wereonce in the Junk business because a pennilessimmigrant could make a start there on a shoe-
s tring
. ( 63 )
Disregarding the psychological explanation, the
Jewish, Protestant, and Catholic elites wound up in
particular sectors or "checkerboard squares" largely,
as Fortune pointed out, because of factors of timing
and opportunity. The pattern of sector-specialization
by religion, as shown in Table 2-21, is not confined
to the Jewish fraction of the 1980 business elite. On
the contrary, each fraction directed its efforts, or
at least achieved its successes
,
largely within certain
areas
.
Men were not free agents in choosing a career
Family sponsorship, or the lack of it, as well as
religion, often determined where a man would work
and dictated his rate of promotion.
TABLE 2-1
BIRTHDATES OF THE BUSINESS ELITE
BY FIVE-YEAR PERIOD
Born Between # of Persons BornThe Year of Between Those Years
1900-190^
5
1905-1909 13
1910-191ij. 25
1915-1919 38
1920-1924 35
1925-1929 25
1930-1934 10
1935-1939 4
Missing 15
Total 170
Source: Mass 80 Database
See Appendix on Methods
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TABLF 2-2
BIRTHPLACES OF THE BUSINESS
ELITE BY REGION
R^Vf # of Pers °ns BornBirthplace IrL_That Region
Massachusetts
Rest of New England 12
Rest of U.S.
Outside U.S.
Missing 20
Total
67
5
n = 150
170
Source: Fass 80 Database
5h
TABLE 2-3
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION BY REGION OF
BIRTH OF THE BUSINESS ELITE
Region of
Birthplace
n =
# of Persons Born in
That Region by Religion
Protestant Catholic Jewish Missing Total
Massachusetts 37 16 10 3 66
Outside
Massachusetts 50 12 k 18 84
Missing 9 2 5 20
Totals 96 30 18 26 170
Source
:
Mass 80 Database
TABLE 2-4
CONFIRMED RELIGIOUS AFFILIATIONS
BY DENOMINATION OF THE
BUSINESS ELITE
Denomination
Catholic
Jewish
Protestant
(denomination unknown)
n = 69
# of Persons Listing
That Denomination
Episcopalian
Congregational 1st 12
12
11
Unitarian q
5
3
Lutheran
Quaker 2
Presbyterian 1
Methodist 1
Missing 101
Total 170
Source: Mass 80 Database
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TABLE 2-5
CONFIRMED AND INFERRED RELIGIOUS
AFFILIATION OF THE
BUSINESS ELITE
n = 1*j4
Type of
Affiliation Affiliation by Religion
Protestant Catholic Jewish Missing Total
Confirmed 46 12 n _ 6o
Inferred 50 18 7 . ?5
96 30 is 26 170
Source: Mass 80 Database
TABLE 2-6
57
OCCUPATION BY ECONOMIC SECTOR FOR k3
FATHERS AND 19 FATHERS-IN-LAW
OF THE BUSINESS ELITE (a)
Sector of
Occupation
n = 60
7T of Fathers # of Fathers
-
Working in That ln-Law Working
Sector in That Sector Total
Manufacturing
and Utilities
Education and
Literature
Legal
Finance
Construction and
Real Estate
Merchandising
Clergy
Totals
15
8
7
5
5
3
3
3
^3
1
1
19
22
11
10
9
5
1
62
(a) Counting Lewis Goldberg and Sidney R. Rabb
as both fathers and fathers-in-law j their
children, married to each other, are both
members of the business elite.
Source: Mass 80 Database
TABLE 2-7
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BOSTON BUSINESS ELITE FORBEARS OF THE
1980 BUSINESS ELITE
A . Fathers
Name
College
and Year
(n = 14)
Business
Affiliations
Other
Affiliations
Adams
Brewster
Harvard
1888
M.I.T.
1913
Chairman, State
Street Trust
Director, American
Telephone
Director, General
Electric
President, Plymouth
Cordage Company
Director, State
Street Trust
Treasurer
,
Harvard Coll
ege
Eastern
Yacht Club
Union Club
Burr Harvard
1906
Director, New Eng-
land Telephone
Director, Arlington Down Town
Club
Director, Nashawena
Mills
TABLE 2-7 (Continued)
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BOSTON BUSINESS ELITE FORBEARS OF THE
1980 BUSINESS ELITE
A
.
Fathers (Continued)
Name
College Business
and
.Year Affiliations
Other
Affiliations
Cabot
Cushman
Hallowell
Haydock
Harvard
1919
Dartmouth
1907
Harvard
1901
Harvard
1910
Treasurer, Cabot
Corporation
Director, First
National Bank of
Boston
Partner, Seabury
& Cushman
Partner, Stone &
Webster
Director, Pacific
Mills
Associate, Stone &
Webster
Union Club
Down Town
Club
Overseer,
Harvard Coll
ege
Howland
Jenney
Johns on
Haverf ord
1917
Partner, Tucker
Anthony
President, Warwick
Kills
Pres ident
,
Jenney
Mfg. Co.
Yale 1918 Director, Bell
Telephone
Union Club
The Country
Club
TABLE 2-7 (Continued)
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BOSTON BUSINESS ELITE FORBEARS OP THE
1980 BUSINESS ELITE
A
.
Fathers (Continued)
Name
College
and Year
Business
Afflliat 1 ons
Other
Affiliations
Mason
Pratt
Putnam
Rogers on
Harvard
1908
M.I.T
1910
Harvard
1894
Harvard
1910
Harvard
1909
Harvard
Law 1911
Treasurer, Mass
a
chusetts Mohair
Plush Co.
Vice President,
Stone & Webster
Chairman, George
Putnam Fund
Director, Boston
Safe Deposit &
Trust
The Country
Club
The Country
Club
Somerset Club
Eastern Yacht
Club
Sources: New York Times
New York Times Obituary Index
New York Times Personal Name Index
social Register Boston (1940)
Who's Who in America
, 1930-31. 1940-iH, 1950-51
Who's Who in the East . 1951
Who's Who in Massachusetts
. 19^0-41, 19^5-^6
Who Was Who
. Volumes One through Six
TABLE 2-7 (Continued)
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BOSTON BUSINESS ELITE FORBEARS OF THE
1980 BUSINESS ELITE
B. Fathers
-In-Law (n = 8)
Name
(Daughter
Harried To)
College Business
and Year Affiliations
Other
Affiliations
Claflin
(Spring)
Jac ks on
( Mason
)
LaCrolx
(Darling)
Harvard
1915
U. Fla.
190*+
U. Va.
Law 1908
Harvard
1910
Harvard
M.E. 1911
President, Soledad Treasurer,
Sugar Harvard College
Director, United Somerset Club
Fruit
Partner, Tucker
Anthony-
Director, Pacific
Mills
VicePresident and
General Counsel,
United Fruit
Partner, Paine
Webber
Union Club
Union Club
The Country-
Club
The Country
Club
Eastern Yacht
Club
Lee
(Pratt
President, Eastern The Country
Gas & Fuel Club
Director, First Somerset Club
Natl. Bank of
Boston
TABLE 2-7 (Continued)
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BOSTON BUSINESS ELITE FORBEARS OF THE
1980 BUSINESS ELITE
B. Fathers
-In-Law (Continued)
Name
(Daughter
Married To)
College Business
and Year Affiliations
Other
Affiliations
Lowell
(Grimm)
Stockton
(Adams )
Harvard
1912
Harvard
1896
M.I.T.
1899
Partner, Lee,
Higginson
President, Boston
Safe Deposit &
Trust
President, Old
Colony Trust Co.
President, First
Natl. Bank of
Boston
Treasurer
Massachusetts
General
Hospital
Overseer,
Harvard Coll
ege
The Country
Club
Weeks
Director, American Somerset Club
Telephone
Eastern Yacht
ClubDirector, General
Electric
Harvard President, Reed
191*4- Barton
Director, First Natl.
Bank of Boston
TABLE 2-7 (Continued)
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BOSTON BUSINESS ELITE FORBEARS OP THE
1980 BUSINESS ELITE
Fathers-in-law (Continued)
Name
paUghter College Business otherMarrled To
> and_Year Affiliations Affiliations
Weld Harvard President,(Putnam) 1918 Suncock Mills
Harvard
M.B.A
.
1920
Sources: Social Register Boston, 19^0
Who's Who in America . 1930-31, 19^0-^1,
1950-51
Who's Who in the East . 1951
Who's Who in Massachusetts
. 19^0-^1,
19^5-^6
TABLE 2-8
COLLEGE AND POSTGRADUATE DEGREES TAKEN
BY THE BUSINESS ELITE
A. Undergraduate Degrees
n = 162
School From That
Harvard ^0
M.I.T. 16
Dartmouth 13
Yale 8
Amherst 5
Tufts k
Brown 3
Holy Cross 3
Carnegie Institute 3
of Technology
Cornel, Lehigh, Northeastern, Penn State, and West Point,
two each. Forty-five colleges, one each.
Sub-Total
:
Any College
No Degree
Missing
Total
150
12 (a)
8
170
Source: Mass 80
Database
(a) Includes three men who took professional degrees, but
no known undergraduate degrees , and three men who atten
ded Harvard College but did not graduate.
TABLE 2-8 (Continued)
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COLLEGE AND POSTGRADUATE DEGREES TAKEN
EY THE BUSINESS ELITE
B. Postgraduate Degrees (a)
n = 102
School
# of Degrees Taken
From That School
Harvard Graduate
School of Business Admin
Harvard Law
M.I.T.
Carnegie Institute of
Technology
Harvard University-
Yale Law
Boston University Law
Amos Tucker School of
Business Administration
Columbia
Tufts
Thirty-one schools, one each.
36 (b)
17
10
3
3
3
3
3
2
Source: Mass 80
Database
Degrees Taken Total 115
(a) Eighty-six members of the business elite took one
post-graduate degree, sixteen took two or more.
(b) Includes six graduates of the Advanced Management
Program.
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TABLE 2-9
HARVARD ATTENDENCE BY SCHOOL BY
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION FOR
THE BUSINESS ELITE
n = 96
School Protestant Catholic Jewish Missing Total
Harvard
College
Harvard
Bus iness
School
Harvard
Law
28
22
12
8
^3 (a)
36
17
Totals 62 16 1U 96 (b)
Source: Mass 80 Database
(a) Includes three men who attended Harvard College,
but did not graduate.
(b) Does not include three men who took advanced degrees
at Harvard outside the Business and Law Schools.
TABLE 2-10
HARVARD COLLEGE YEARBOOK DATA BY RELIGIOUS
AFFILIATION FOR THE BUSINESS ELITE
a = 35 (a)
Total # of Affilia-
u - _ tions With Student Honors
£ of Arsons Organizations (M Degrees
Protestant 22 105 11
Catholic 5 2
Jewish 7 22 3
(a) Ken for whom yearbook entries were obtained.
(b) Includes athletics, clubs, societies, etc.
(c ) Cum laude or magna cum laude
.
Source: Harvard College yearbooks
Pusey Archives
,
Harvard College
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TABLE 2-11
*GE AT FIRST MARRIAGE, AGE AT COLLEGE GRADUATION,
AND NUMBER OF CHILDREN FROM FIRST MARRIAGE
FOR THE BUSINESS ELITE
A. Age a t First Marr lagP ( n _ 2 2 )
Contracted First Marriage # of Persons Who MarriedBetween the Ages of: Between Thos* £ges
-22 12
23 to 28 92
29 to U2 18
B. Age at College Graduation ( n B 1^9)
# of Persons Who Graduated at That Age
-20
7
21 to 2k lzh
2 5- 18
C. Number of Children From First Marriage (n = 131)
Number of Children # of Persons With Given § of
Children From First Marriage
One 6
Two 40
Three 37
Four 32
Source: Mass
Five 9 80 Database
Six or More 7
TABLE 2-12
69
MILITARY SERVICE BY PERIOD FOR THE BUSINESS ELITE
Period # of Persons Who ServedDuring That Period
World War I
World War II
Korean War
Vietnam War
Non-Wartime Service
1
69 (a)
12 (a)
1
1$
Total Who Served
in the Military 87 (a) 85
Did Not Serve
Missing
Total
3^ (b)
51
170
(a) Includes two men who served in both World War II
and Korea. Eighty-five men served in the U.S.
military.
(b) Includes four women.
Source: Mass 80 Database
TABLE 2-13
70
INCIDENCE OP MILITARY SERVICE FOR THE
ELITE FRACTIONS
n = 119
Number of
:
Protestants Catholics Jews Missing Total
Who Served
In the Armed
Forces 48 17 9 u Q5
Who Did Not
Serve In the
Armed Forces 21 5 k i> 34 (a)
Service
Missing 27 8 5 n 51
Totals 96 30 is 26 170
(a) Includes four women: Two Protestants, one Catholic,
ana one Jew
•
Source: Mass 80 Database
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TABLE 2-14
HIGHEST MILITARY RANK ATTAINED
BY TEE BUSINESS ELITE
„
n = 83
H1ffV,ot!f n . A4 # °f Individuals WhoHighest Rank Attained Attained That Rank
Noncommissioned Officer 2
or Enlisted Man
Army Lieutenant 12
or Naval Ensign
Army Captain 23
or Naval Lieutenant
Army Major t±
or Naval Lt. Commander
Army Lt. Colonel 6
or Naval Commander
Army Colonel 1
Lt. General 1
Sub-Total:
Rank Known i+9
Did Not Serve 34 ( a )
Missing 87
Total 170
(a) Includes four women.
Source: Mass 80 Database
TABLE 2-15
72
MILITARY SERVICE OF THE BUSINESS ELITE BY BRANCH 0-
SERVICE, BY RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION BY OFFICER TANK
(n = 85)
First figure represents total who served; second figure
of^KeTranr^e
r%Psn^tS ™m*r °f i^^EST'
served lT2vL v
2 3 ( 16 ) means that 2? Protestantsin the i\avy
,
of which 16 attained officer rank.
I
of Persons Who Served !
# of Persons Who Attained
Officer Rank:
Protestant Catholic Jewish Missing Totals
# Who Served In:
Navy- 23(16) 3(0) 2(2) 35(22)
Army 1M7) 9(5) 2(0) 5(2) 30(iu)
Air Force (a) 9(6) 1(0) 3(1) M3) 17(10)
Other (b) 2(1) 1(0) 3(1)
1
Totals 17(9) 9(1) 11(7) ^5(^7)
(a) Includes Army Air Force.
(b) Includes two men who served in the Marines, and one
man who served in the O.5.S., The Office of Strategic
Services
.
TABLE 2-16
FAMILY-CONTROLLED FIRMS A MONG THE MASS
Firm
Affiliated
Publications
American
Eiltrite
Berkshire
Hathaway
Bird & Son
Cabot
Chelsea
Industries
Fidelity
Foxboro
General
Cinema
IdleWild
Foods
Milton
Bradley
BO CORPORATIONS
Sector
Industry
Sales &
Service
Industry
Industry
Industry
Financ ial
Industry
Industry
Industry
n = 21
Family
or Families
Controlling
Industry Taylor
Bernstein
Marcus
Chace
Bird
Cabot
Cas ty
Johnson
Bristol
Smith
St one man
Jacobs on
Industry Shea
Religion of
Controlling
Family (s
)
Protestant
Jewish
Protestant
Protestant
Protestant
Jewish
Protestant
Protestant
Jewish
Jewish
Catholic
TABLE 2-16 (Continued)
FAMILY-CONTROLLED FIRMS AMONG THE MASS
80 CORPORATIONS
Firm Sector
Family
or Families
Controlling
Religion of
Controlling
Family (s
)
Perinl Sales &
Service
Perini Catholic
Purity
Supreme
Sales &
Service
Kahn Jewish
Putnam Financial Putnam Protestant
StrideRite Industry Slosberg Jewish
Swank Industry Tulin Jewish
Wang Industry Wang Protestant
William
Carter
Industry Carter Protestant
Zayre Sales & Feldberg Jewish
Service
Source Mass 80 Database
Annual Reports
TABIS 2-17
MEMBERS OF THE BUSINESS ELITE WHO RECEIVED
DIRECT FAMILY SPONSORSHIP IN BUS INSSS
Name Firm Sec tor
n
Religion
Adams, Charles F. ( a ) Raytheon Industry Protestant
Bristol, Rexford A . Foxboro Industry Protestant
Cabot, Louis W. Cabot Industry Protestant
Clapp, Eugene H. Ill Penobscot Industry Protestant
Cushman, Robert Norton Industry Protestant
Estin, Hans H. Private
Trust Co.
NonBank
Financ ial
Protestant
Feldberg, Stanley H. Zayre Sales &
Service
Jewish
Feldberg, Sumner L. Zayre Sales &
Service
Jewish
Goldberg, Avram J. Stop &
Shop
Sales &
Service
Jewish
Goldberg, Carol R. Stop &
Shop
Sales &
Service
Jewish
1
Grimm, Roland D. Mass
.
Investors
Trust
NonBank
Financ ial
Protes tant
Hallowell, Roger H. Reed
Barton
Industry Protestant
TA BLE 2-17 (Continued)
MEMBERS OF THE BUSINESS ELITE WHO RECEIVED
DIRECT FAMILY SPONSORSHIP IN BUSINESS
Name Firm Sec tor Religion
Jacobson, M. Howard IdleWild Industry
Foods
Jenney, Robert M.
Lazarus, Maurice
Jenney Industry
Oil
Federated Sales &
Dept. Service
Stores
Mason, Austin B. Ludlow Industry
Mercer, William C. AT & T Utility(b)
Perini, David B. Perini Sales &
Construe- Service
tion
Philips, John N. (c ) Eastern
Gas &
Fuel
Putnam, George Jr.
Rabb, Sidney R.
Rogerson, John E.
(d)
Putnam
Manage-
ment
Stop &
Shop
Boston
Safe
Deposit &
Trust
NonEank
Financial
Sales &
Service
Jewish
Protestant
Jewish
Protestant
Protestant
Catholic
Utility Protestant
Protestant
Jewish
Banking Protestant
TABLE 2-1? (Continued)
MEMBERS OF THE BUSINESS ELITE WHO RECEIVED
DIRECT FAMILY SPONSORSHIP IN BUSINESS
Name Firm Sector Relicrion
Schumacher, Elmer W. American
Optical
Shea, James J. jr . Milton
Bradley
Smith, Richard A. General
Cinema
Sonnaband, Paul Sonesta
Spring, John K.
Steiger, Albert E.
Jr.
Stevens, Edward B.
Stoddard, Robert W.
State
Street
Bank
Ames
Textile
Wyman-
Gordon
Stoneman, S. Sidney General
Cinema
Industry Protestant
Industry Catholic
Industry Jewish
Sales &
Service
Stelger's Sales &
Dept. Service
Stores
Jewish
Banking Protestant
Jewish
Industry Protestant
Industry Protestant
Industry Jewish
Young, Richard B, Acushnet Industry Protestant
TABLE 2-17 (Continued)
MEMBERS OP THE BUSINESS ELITE WHO RECEIVED
DIRECT FAMILY SPONSORSHIP IN BUSINESS
(?) Me?ce^ s
fa
f«^:
ln- laW
ArS a H»ytheon director.L x>l^< . ttheT was AT & T ' s Auditor.
Tpuel?
fath6r WaS Preslde^ of Eastern Gas
(d) Rogers on 's father was a Boston Safe Deposit
& Trust director, his grandfather was Presi-dent of the firm.
Source j Mass 80 Database
TABLE 2-18
79
AGE AT PROMOTION TO PRESIDENT OR CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD BY SECTOR FOR THE BUSINESS ELITE (a) (b)
(n = 85)
Number of InriHHrt ua i s Promote
Sector
Industry-
Banking
Insurance
NonBank
Financial
Utility
Sales and
Service
Over4*e: Under 41 g Totals
9
1
8
1
2
1
12
4
5
2
2
2
6
3
3
1
2
2
1
40
9
11
7
10
8
Totals 14 14 27 19 11 85
Those Who Entered
a Family-Controlled
Business 6 18(c)
(a) Promotion to Presidency of Chairmanship of an
independent firm; six other men attained the Presi-dency of a subsidiary company; they are not Included
in this table.
TABLE 2-18 (Continued)
AGE AT PROMOTION TO PRESIDENT OR CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD BY SECTOR FOR THE BUSINESS ELITE (a) (b)
2S£5?S 7 fh°Se indivi<iuals whose age at
a a VS k?rn; tW6nty °ther i^ividuals
a^e at nrom^?o
ldenCy
°P Chairmanship
,
but theg p otion was not known; they are notincluded in this table.
(c) Those who joined a family-controlled businessare included in the sector breakdown.
Source: Mass 80 Reference Sources
Hand Count
TABLE 2-19
MASS 80 CORPORATIONS INCLUDED IN THE 1982
"VENTURE 100"
(n = 6)
(a)
Rank in „ < b )
"Ven- Name £S??ers Value of
ture of Year
Holdings Pounders'
TOO" PM-nm j „ as Percent Stock in1£0_ Firm Founded Founder (s) of Equity Minions
5
r?
ig
4
tal
*
1957 Ke^th H. hr.6% 205.5Equipment Olsen °
Corpora-
tion
1^ Stop & 1914 Sidney R. 10.3#(c) 7.4Sh°P Rabb
Companies
,
Inc
.
22 Polaroid 1937 Edward Land 12. k% 78 hCorp. f
32 Wang Lab- 1951 An Wang k0.0£(d) 568.
0
oratories
39 Data Gene- 1968 E. deCastro 5.8£(e) 28 1
ral Corp. H, Richman
85 Computer- 1969 Martin Allen 10.0<£ 67. <5
vision f D
Corp.
(a) Eased on 1981 sales*
(b) As of February 23, 1982.
(c) Represents only Mr. Rabb's personal holdings; the
Rabb family as a whole held approximately 2k% of
Stop & Shop in 1982.
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TABLE 2-19 (Continued)
MASS 80 CORPORATIONS INCLUDED IN THE 19 82
"VENTURE 100"
(d) Represents a combined total for the Wang family.
(e) Represents combined totals (of % of eauitv nrvalue of holdings ) for deCastro'and Rahman?**
°f
Source! Venture magazine, Nay 1982
TABLE 2-20
SIX LAWYERS WHO RESIGNED PROM BOSTON'S
MAJOR LAW FIRMS
Name
Law Firm
Tenure
n = 6
After
__Resigning
Joan Bok Ropes & Gray
1955-61
Nelson J.
Darling Jr.
John
Barnard Jr.
Richard J.
Testa
Dwight L.
Allison Jr.
Ropes & Gray
192±8-50
Gaston Snow
1951-63
Gaston Snow
Goodwin
Proctor
1956-66
Private
Practice
1961-68
N.E. Electric
System
1968-
Vice Chairman
Board 1979-
Paine, Webber
1950-
Chairman Executive Committe
1971-
Massachusetts Investors
Trust General Counsel
1963-69
Managing Trusett
1969-
Private Practice
1973-
(Secretary, Teradyne
)
Various
Investment
Firms
1966-77
Boston
Company
President
1977-81
84
TABLE 2-20 (Continued)
'
SIX LAWYERS WHO RESIGNED FROM BOSTON'S
\
MAJOR LAW FIRMS \
I
Name l£w_Flrm_Tenure After Resign*
P^tt*
Pr °Ct0r U " S
-
NaVy Pai»e Webber S1936-40 Commander 1946-
1940-45
Asst. Sec. Navy
195^-57 I
Source: Mass 80 Database
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TABLE 2-21
ECONOMIC SECTOR OF PRIMARY AFFILIATION BY
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION FOR THE
Economic
Sector
BUSINESS ELITE
(n = 170)
# of Persons With Primary
Affiliation in That Sector
Protestant Catholic Jewish Missing Total
Industry
Banking
Ins uranc e
NonRank
Financial
Utilities
Sales and
Service
31
7
U
U
8
1
Law, Consulting, 11
Professional
Director or Trustee,
Business Organiza-
tion
Education,
Health Services
,
Museum Director
10
12
2
2
2
2
3 10
9
2
2
2
3
1
56
11
18
20
13
15
20
17
Totals 96 30 18 26 170
Source: Mass 80 Database
CHAPTER III
THE ELITE FRACTIONS j LINKAGE?
Economic LinWo . T,- r1 - r] .1ng Dlrectorafrpg
Every publicly owned corporation has a Board of
Directors, which usually performs three mam function,
1) establishes and oversees corporate policies
and priorities
,
2) reviews and approves major capital expendi-
tures
,
3) advises the firm's Chief Executive Officer,
evaluates his performance, and in times of
crisis, dismisses him.
Boards are composed of a mixture of inside dir-
ectors, whose primary employment is with the company
on whose board they sit, and outside directors, whose
primary employment is outside the company and who may
serve several firms as outside directors.
Occasionally outside directors are called upon to
do more than merely oversee, approve and advise.
General Electric once called on "the services of one
of its banking directors, who was also a director of
General Motors, when the price competition in electric
86
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refrigerators became too severe. "1 in this case as
in others, the strategic position of an interlocking,
director, who sits on two or more boards, offers
opportunities for intercorporate coordination. This
section looks at the network of interlocking directo-
rates, embodied by the 170 elite businessmen, which
links the Mass 80 corporations.
In Interlocking mrectoratgs, Johannes M. Pennings
portrayed the interlocking director as a "boundary
spanner" who transcends organizational boundaries to
act as a communications channel between two companies.
If he has access to "rich, timely, and accurate Informa-
tion...}^ is likely to be a central person, almost in-
2dispensable .
"
The Chairman of one Mass 80 corporation also stress-
ed the importance of communications, especially with a
well-placed respondent. "When you can't control the
weather, you like to call the next weather station and
find out how things are changing there... You have to
have not only someone who can develop the interpersonal
chemistry so that you can communicate with him both ways,
but you want to communicate with somebody who knows
about something other than you do."^
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What kinds of knowledge are useful to the cor-
porate board? A banker who can predict the availability
and cost of capital is almost always welcome. If he ls
a major creditor, he may be unwelcome, but present on
the board nevertheless, other more specialized types
of knowledge are mainly useful insofar a, they contri-
bute to a company's particular areas of interest. For
a company like Raytheon, which made almost a third of
its 1980 sales to the United States government, direct-
ors like Joseph Sisco, a former Undersecretary of State,
and Dr. Harvey Brooks, a former Presidential consultant
on military and scientific matters, offer useful types
of expertise. For a merchandising company like Zayre
,
the expertise of Walter Salmon, S .S . Kresge Professor
of Marketing at the Harvard Business School, fits in
neatly.
But not all corporations select their directors
on the basis of expertise. Some prefer "...a don't
rattle the cage sort of thing. A lack of disruption is
more important than substantive content. Keen the club
happy. We'll go down the drain together, but we're
happy and it's clubbable. If that ls the mode, then
you have different types of criteria. You want somebody
ors
' cer
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who went to Harvard n-r* y„i„n a o Yale...and still has his first
wife
.
How are directors selected? Though nominally
elected by the company's stockholders, new direct
are usually chosen by the firm's Chief Executive Offi
or by the existing board. In The Corpora Director,
A Crltlcal Evaluation, Stanley Vance developed a formula
for classifying directorial attributes under eight
major headings
:
1) Technical expertise 5) image
2) Management expertise 6 ) Asset impact
3) Specific economic services 7) Interlock
U>) Broad economic sophistication 8) Owner's equity 5
In Broad Compass. 6 Robert Kirk Mueller, Chairman
of the Board of Arthur D. Little, Inc., the Cambridge
consulting firm, endorsed and expanded on Vance's list
of directorial attributes. Mueller also advanced a
theory linking the evolving directorial attributes
sought by a firm to the stages of its own evolution.
In a small, young company, "the board is made up of the
inventor and the banker and the lawyer and the family.
You can't take a young Wang, swinging board, and make a
generalization that fits a Raytheon board that's got
90
worldwide activities. tv,o uSS
*
The role changes and you need
different resources on the board."''
In some companies advice and input from the out-
side directors, and from the lower-ranking inside
directors, is frankly discouraged. Here the board acts
as a rubber stamp for the decisions of the CEO. One
such corporate President likened his directors to
"Christmas tree ornaments,"8 useful only because their
names and prestigious affiliations brightened up the
firm's Annual Report.
Even those boards which seek to add knowledgable
,
contributing directors tend to choose new directors
who will fit into the board's existing "culture" without
strain. "The problem is: you bring a very young person
in, his interpersonal relationship with the other
directors, unless he is wired in there by some ethnic
or bloodline, or something where he's accepted in his
relative immaturity.
. .his influence in changing the
culture of the board is very evolutionary, very gradual.
The boards themselves and the Chairman and the owners man-
age this implicitly in many cases. They want the people
to be resonant with the existing ones. They don't want
to bring in someone with an entirely different value
9
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system. " y
Dr. Mary I. Bunting, President Emerita of Radcliffe
College and one of the four women in the business elite
sample, stated that, "Whatever our field of work, we
must strive to understand and optimize the effects of
our activities on the quality of human life viewed as
an earth-embracing organic whole," and went on to point
out that "this perspective is not over-represented in
either educational or corporate communities."10 Dr.
Bunting's views might indeed fail to "be resonant with
the existing ones" at a board meeting of the Mew England
Electric System, which has interests in several nuclear
power plants
.
Age, ethnicity, bloodline, and point of view, then,
all have an impact on directorial selection, since most
boards have a tendency to perpetuate the virtues they
most admire in themselves. Variety threatens unity,
harmony, and function, and thus corporations contemplat-
ing new directors find themselves in a trade-off situa-
tion, forced to balance the virtues of diversity and
endogamy. A director who offers access to and knowledge
about new domains may also threaten the board's unity
and cohesiveness
. How do the Mass 80 corporations re-
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solve this dilemma? Does the network of interlocking
directorates echo the fractional segregation by eco-
nomic sector noted in the section on career trajecto-
ries, or does it bring together representatives of the
different sectors and the different fractions?
Table 3-1 shows the distribution of Mass 80
directorships among the elite fractions. Protestants
tended to hold more Mass 80 directorships, with an
average of 2.1+9 seats per director, but the Catholic
and Jewish elites were not far behind, they averaged
2.^0 and 2.39 seats respectively.
Breaking the Mass 80 directorships down by economic
sector by religion, as in Table 3-2, offers a comparison
with the breakdown of primary affiliation by sector by
religion. Generally, the distribution of directorships
by religion matches fractional tendencies in primary
affiliations. In other words, the high proportion of
Protestants and Catholics engaged in industry as a
primary occupation is reflected in the high proportion
of Industrial directorships held by these fractions.
Several cells, however, do not match up so neatly
on the two tables. Only eight Non- Protestants are
engaged in finance (the banking, insurance, and nonbank
financial sectors), but Non-Protestants hold 57 seats
in Hui 80 financial companies. m addition, only
one Protestant is engaged in the sales and service
sector as his primary occupation, but Protestants hold
12 seats in Mass 80 sales and service companies.
Students of interlocking directorates have evolved
a vocabulary to describe different types of interlocks.
A key concept is the notion of directionality or
donating ? that is, directors come from one sector
(their primary affiliation) to another sector (the one
they serve as an outside director). Within the Kass
80 interlock network, many Non-Protestants donate to
financial firms, while many Protestants donate to sales
and service firms.
Table 3-3 points more precisely to the financial
sector as the area where the fractions meet. The table
shows that 86% of the financial boards include members
of two or more elite fractions, compared to only
of the industrial boards. It should be noted that these
figures represent only the interlocked (business elite)
directors 1 many of the seemingly "non-integrated" firms
actually do have directors drawn from other fractions.
Furthermore, if the religious affiliations of all the
elite directors were established, the percentage of
fractionally-integrated firms would rise in almost
every sector. However the effort here is not to
calculate exact figures on board-level integration
in the Mass 80 firms, rather it is an attempt to
gauge the relative InteHration of the different eco-
nomic sectors. The financial sector, I believe,
would show a similar, relatively higher rate of inte-
gration even if all directors were included and all
religious affiliations ascertained.
The pattern of interlocking directorates, then,
provides a contrast to the fractional segregation by
sector portrayed in the section on career trajectories
While a given company may (and often does) prefer to
draw its top management personnel from a single frac-
tion, the pressure to assemble a diverse board, with
access to, knowledge of, and experience in diverse
areas, tends to produce fractionally-integrated boards
In other words, you can pick your Vice Presidents and
your President, but you cannot pick your suppliers and
your customers. In Boston, for example, electricity
must be purchased from the (Irish-led) Boston Edison
Company, while capital must be secured from the (over-
whelmingly Protestant) banks and insurance companies.
In order to establish a "mos t-favored-company« status
with key suppliers and important customers, companies
commonly add outside directors from these firms.
While an element of public relations and a desire for
diversity of experience plays a part, often the real
basis for directorial selection is the formalization
of an omroin* functional link between two companies.
Thus even a firm which would prefer to have a homo-
genous board may have to expand its horizons of toler-
ance in order to buttress critical inter-corporate
connections, and in order to secure diverse types of
experience and expertise.
Table 3-U charts the distribution of Mass 80
directorships by the number of directorships held by
each individual. The 152 Individuals who hold two full
Mass 80 directorships represent the first level of
concentration, while the 20 men who hold four or more
Mass seats reDresent an elite within an elite.
Who are the twenty most-interlocked Individuals?
Table A-6 in the Appendix of Tables lists the men,
while some of their characteristics are summarized in
Table 3-5. In general the twenty men reflect the di-
versity of the elite as a whole. Fifteen of the
twenty were current or retired senior executives in
Mass 80 corporations; ten of these fifteen come from
firms ranked in the upper quarter (by sales, assets,
or deposits) of their respective sectors, An indivi-
dual's corporate affiliation appears to be an important
factor in determining his eligibility and desirability
as an outside director. The most-interlocking indivi-
duals tend to come from the largest (and most inter-
locked) firms.
The five men whose primary affiliations lie out-
side the Mass 80 represent other important economic
constituencies. Paul Gray, President of M.I.T., helped
to introduce courses on semi-conductors, a critical
product for Massachusetts' electronics and computer
companies. William P. Pounds, Dean of M.I.T.'s Sloan
School of Management, worked at Eastman Kodak and
Pittsburgh Plate Glass before Joining the school.
Maurice Lazarus is a Jewish merchandising dynast,
from the Lazarus family which controls Federated Depart-
ment Stores; his brother Ralph sits on the board of the
Chase Manhattan. Daniel Coven, also Jewish, represents
another type of elite businessman. His accounting
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expertise makes him a valuable outside director, i
especially as a member of the audit committee, whose
|three members must, by law, be outside directors. 1
Coven's four Mass 80 seats are all in Jewish family- I
controlled businesses. Lazarus, on the other hand, is I
a director of a utility company, an insurance company, j
a manufacturer, and a sales and service company, none
jjof which are Jewish or family-controlled.
jj
John K. Spring, the last of the non-Mass 80 sj
employed directors, represents Brahmin capital, although
he was born in Des Moines. Spring married Helen
Claflin, whose father (see Table 2-7) was a director
of United Fruit and Treasurer of Harvard College. After
a financial apprenticeship at the State Street Bank,
Spring left to join the private Welch & Forbes invest-
ment company, and to take over the aptly named Claflin
Capital Co.. His Mass 80 directorships are neatly divi-
ded between two old-line financial firms, the State
Street Bank (his old employed) and the New England
Mutual Life Insurance Company, and new spanking new
high-tech companies, Compugraphic and Mlllipore.
Networking, the formation and use of alliances
between the state's business leaders, is nothing new in
Massachusetts. On the contrary, ties between and
a.ong the state's economic elite have been traditionally
close, almost incestuous. m the early nineteenth
century, the Friday Evening Club brought the state's
foremost businessmen together twice a month "for whist
and conversation." The Twenty-two men who comprised
the core of the group included sixteen textile mill
investors, and eight politicians. 11 Most of the men
had interests in several companies in several different
sectors, like the Mass 80 interlocking directors.
The Friday Evening Club also exerted influence in
spheres far outside the strictly economic. The group
constituted the heart of "the financial regime" which
controlled a whole galaxy of Brahmin institutions:
Harvard University, Massachusetts General Hospital, and
Boston's leading banks and social clubs. 12 The business
networking of the nineteenth century Boston Associates
was not confined to business.
The following section moves on to look at the social
and civic affiliations of the 1980 business elite. These
overlapping affiliations provide a complement to the
network of interlocking directorates.
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Social and CajMgj^.^
In The Pr°testant Establlsh^j ArJ.stocrao^
a^a^e^ln^merlea
,
E. Digby Baltzell condemns "the
WASP establishment's unwillingness, or inability, to
share and improve its upper class traditions by con-
tinuously absorbing talented and distinguished members
of minority groups into its ranks. -13 Baltzell pointg
an accusing finger at the exclusion of first-generation
elite ethnics from upper class social clubs. These
clubs, he argues, serve a critical function as the
filter which governs "the circulation of elites in
America and the assimilation of new men of power and
influence into the upper class. Furthermore, the
clubs are not merely frivolous, decorative appendages
of a declining aristocracy. On the contrary, they pro-
vide a way of "consolidating.
. .power in the serious
world of affairs," 1 ^ by offering the benefits of sociali
zing and networking with other powerful (upper class)
individuals
.
Baltzell goes on to link the social reticence of
the upper class with a more general calcification and
decay, symptomatic of its estrangement from newly emer-
\
II
n
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ging power sources. Hedging his bets, m Purlta
B-^n^d,^^
Baltzen judged phi^ j
delphia's upper class to be richer than Boston's, but \
castigated it for failing to develop solid mechanisms
jj
for transmitting wealth and power to its descendants, I
as Boston's upper class had done so successfully. The j
main difference was that "Old Bostonian families... J
expanded their own fortunes; Proper Philadelphia^ on
jj
the whole did not and consequently had to assimilate I
more new men ."16 Baltzell admires the continuity of
Boston's upper class, and bemoans the absence of a
strong and vital national aristocracy. For without
the bulwark such a hereditary aristocracy provides, he
contends, power (and especially economic power) is
distributed chaotically and used unscrupulously, by
new men and new elites who lack the upper class ethos
of restraint and public responsibility.
The essentials of his argument can be reduced to
four points
:
1) The established upper class has resolutely
maintained the exclusivity of its proprietary
institutions
.
2) These institutions (especially social clubs)
provide important benefits to their members.
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group, which ^elds'powe^n 'IZT'^l3 *affairs." ower in the world of
2%ii^riJr^^iroSr^r- '
Before addressing Baltzell's assertion about the
desirability of a hereditary aristocracy, it seems
proper to test his basic perceptions: upper class
exclusivity
, institutional benefit. and upper class
enfeeblement
.
The Mass 80 business elite offers a test-
ing ground.
On the first count, exclusivity
, the^idence^as
mixed. Some members of the newer elite fractions had
managed to penetrate some upper class institutions, but
others remained closed except to the upper class itself.
At least 72 of the 17 0 Massachusetts businessmen
belonged to one or more of the clubs listed in the 1980
Social Register
.
17 But while the Register serves
primarily as a listing of individuals and families, only
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22 of the businessmen had personal entries. At least I
50 fell into a middle cohort: they belonged to a 1
listed club, but laoked a personal listing in the I
upper class Register. These 5 0 can be conceptualized
jas economically elite individuals orbiting around, and 5
being drawn towards, the upper class, though they and
their families have not yet achieved full acceptance.
According to Baltzell'-s argument, and using his vocabu- t
lary, they are in the process of being "assimilated"
\
into the upper class. However the sheer size of the
contingent, nearly a third of the entire elite sample,
undercuts his reading of upper class exclusivity. In
Massachusetts the upper class is digesting emerging
elites with gusto, and Baltzell declares that in Phila-
delphia the "assimilation rate" is even higher.
Table 3-6 shows that Protestants, even excluding
those with personal Social Register entries, were more
likely to belong to Social Register
-lis ted clubs, and
tended to belong to more of such clubs? an unsurprising
conclusion. On the other hand, the clubs themselves
were not uniformly exclusive. The Algonquin and St.
Botolph clubs have admitted Jewish and Catholic elites,
while the Somerset, the Country, and the Myopia Hunt
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have not. These three core clubs remain in the sole
possession of the upper class, membership Is often
passed down from father to son and even non-Brahmin
Protestants have a hard time getting In, especially
at the Myopia Hunt Club, which has only a hundred full
life members. No less than thirty members of the
business elite belong to one or more of the three ex-
elusive core clubs.
How does the admissions process operate? Accord-
ing to one member of the business elite, a member of
five Social Register-listed clubs, the process is in-
formal, even relaxed. "Somebody decides they want to
belong, and they find a couple of their friends that
belong, and they say, 'Hey, will you put me up?' A
few people write letters about the thing, saying,
•This guy knows which hand to put a fork in and won't
disgrace himself." 1 ^
Other criteria also influence admissions to the
clubs.
-Alexander Williams, in A Social History of the
Greater Boston Clubs
, found that 390 of the 550 members
of the Somerset Club were Harvard graduates (in 1967),
while over 300 had belonged to one of Harvard's final
clubs. At the Tavern Club, 8? of the 2U0 members had
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belonged to one of the five oldest final clubs at
Harvard. 1* It should be noted that the Harvard Club,
though listed in the Sp^He^er
, was omitted from
the tabulation of club memberships, if it had been
included, the proportion of the elite belonging to an
upper class club would have skyrocketed, further im-
pugning Baltzell's finding of exclusivity. 20
Curiously, the members of the three exclusive core
clubs tended to steer clear of the interethnic Algonquin.
Only Richard Hill, among those for whom membership data
was obtained, belonged to one of the core clubs and
also to the Algonquin. The Commercial Club, though not
listed in the Social Register, was far more popular
among the upper class members of the elite. Of the
twenty-two Commercial members, seven also belong to one
or more of the core clubs. However, the Commercial is
not the answer to Mayor "Honey Fltz" Fitzgerald's
prayer for "a lunch club where State Street
21
sits down
to eat with the rest of us." The Commercial has no
clubhouse and meets only six times a year, to eat dinner
and listen to a speaker in a rented hall. "There is no
initiation, and the dues cover the price of the dinner."22
The Commercial is not really a club at all.
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Or^e_seoond_count
. j*e_bg5eflts of aff11 , a<.,^
^VLPr^tlgi^^st^io^, scattered evidence w.
put BaltzelV^conciuslon, The idea of an elite
business network may sound excessively conspiratorial,
but many observers have discovered alliance and co-
operation networks operating within a wide variety of
elite groups. 2 -^
Does the business elite itself see club membership
as an important adjunct to business relationships? One
businessman offered a backhanded affirmative. "I
suspect there would be less of that stuff in the Boston
end of Massachusetts than there would be in the Mid-West
or the Par West .. .because it seems to me that if you
go into a small town or a small city there are one or
two clubs, and you've got to join those to be one of
the boys." With more clubs available in Massachusetts,
the need to join any particular one is mitigated, but
the pressure to become "one of the boys'* is not dimi-
nished. It can be achieved in a number of ways, by
joining any of a number of institutions. Some of the
other upper class institutions, which complement the
social clubs, will be discussed in a moment.
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Baltzell's third r>oin+- +-v,„*.
—-i—
.
Po t, that upper class pt.
oluslvlty connotes upper cla^ pv,^^!—
~ H^ x— xass enfeeblement
. was
directly contradicted by the evidence drawn frog the
1980 business elite
. In Massachusetts the upper
class is a vibrant and perhaps even dominant force in
jthe state's economic power structure. m fact the J
Brahmin businessmen, besides their active involvement 2
in the state's own economy, provide critical links
jj
both to the national upper class and to the over- J
lapping national business elite. A 1978 Senate study
of interlocking directorates 25 provides corroboration.
The study found that eleven members of the Massachu-
setts business elite hald six or more major national
directorships. Four of the eleven were listed in the
Social Register, while six belonged to Social Reglster-
listed clubs both in and out of Massachusetts. App-
roaching from the other direction, only three members
of the 1980 elite belonged to such clubs outside but
not inside Massachusetts. Two of the three were born
and reside outside the state? none has a personal list-
ing in the Social Register ! all three are Catholic.
Who is listed in the Register? What role does the
upper class play in the state's economy? Twenty-two of
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170 elite businessmen had personal entries in the
Social Register
.
In order to look at a larger group,
all of the Mass 80 directors were checked for inclusion
in the Register. Seventy-three single directors 26 were
listed. They combined with the original twenty-two for
a t0tal
°f 95 Social Resist*, l lsteeS out of 861 Mass
80 directors. Table 3-7 shows that almost half of the
listees work in the financial sector, and within that
sector, primarily in nonbanking investment firms.
Chapter I pointed to the Investment sector as one staked
out by Brahmin families in the early part of the cent-
ury. The continued presence of so many socially promi-
nent individuals in the sector in 1980 is evidence of
patrician stamina, not patrician decline.
Exclusive clubs perform an important function in
mixing the newly elite with the upper class, but they
are not necessarily the critical or even primary in-
stitutions acclaimed by Baltzell and by other scholars
of the elite and upper class, like William Domhoff. 27
Business school professors, for example, often list their
publications instead of their club memberships in their
Who's Who entries. Others list memberships in profess-
ional societies or honorary degrees. The choice of
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these alternate avenues tn o+-o+.,,„0 st»tus suggests that there
may be alternate avenues to the benefits of upper
class networking as well, that clubs may account for
only part of the pattern. other types of institution-
\
al affiliations must also be examined to fully test 3
any thesis concerning the degree of linkage or seg- ^
regation which obtains between the old and new elites. jj
Generally, information on the social and civic 9
I
affiliations of the business elite was harder to ob- 1
tain than information on business affiliations. For
example, a tabulation of Who's Who entries showed
eleven members of the 1980 as affiliated with Massachu-
setts General Hospital, but an inspection of the hos-
2 8pital's Annual Reports revealed that eighteen of the
elite were connected with Mass General, not counting
its General Director, Charles Sanders, also a director
of New England Mutual and the First National Bank of
29
Eoston.
It proved impossible to verify affiliations "at
the source" in most cases, so Table 3-8, based on Who '
s
Who and other reference sources, ^° is inevitably in-
complete. Some institutional affiliations and some
religious affiliations are missing, but just as in the
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section on intra-fPactional interlocking directorates,
the effort here is to gauge relative fractional member-
ship within the elite, rather than to establish a
precise index of integration for each Institution.
All institutions boasting six or more members
from the 1 980 elite were included in Table 3-8. 31
Table A-? in the Appendix of Tables shows that these
fourteen institutions represent only a tiny portion of
those in which the elite participate. Some can be
characterized as upper class, created, funded, and
sculpted by patrician patronage. Others are wild cards
newer institutions created by newer elites. A few pay
fealty to both the patricians and more recent elites.
The Museum of Science, for example, is headed by
a Brahmin. H. Bradford Washburn, 32 but owes a debt to
the postwar high-tech entrepreneurs, men like Edward
Land, founder of Polaroid. Land remains active in his
own company, but is not included in the mul tide-
director 1 9 80 elite. His successor as President of
Polaroid, William McCune, is an alumnus and Member of
the M.I.T. Corporation and of the patrician Massachu-
setts General Hospital Corporation.
The hospital is a prime example of the quint-
e to
1
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essentially Brahmin in<?-M-t-m-4«xwimm stitution? incorporated in 1811
it owes its birth, growth, and present eminenc
Boston's patrician families. Xn the early
gifts and bequests from the Perkins, Appleton, Phillips,
[
and Lowell families, among others, financed it, and well I
into the nineteenth century its officers and even its \
doctors came from Boston's upper class. 33 Besides ltg -
public benefits, Mass General also served as a medium
\
of exchange for the families which patronized it and 1
led it. They laid time and money at its feet and took
away status, the satisfaction of philanthropy, and
excellent medical care.
Senior doctors had often served as officials of
the hospital, and in 1937 and 1939 two Italian doctors
became Members of the Corporation.^ Deeper penetra-
tion was delayed until after the war. In 19V? John F.
Kennedy and Mlcheal T. Xelleher became Members. 35 Two
years, Edward B. Hanify, an Irish lawyer from the
Brahmin Ropes & Gray law firm, Joined the corporation,
as did Charles Wyzanski. .All these Non-Protestant elite
individuals were prominent in the community affairs of
their own ethnic communities, and in the business and
political affairs of the city and state. Three at
Ill
least were second-deration elites, Hanlfy-s father
was a Superior Court Judge, Kennedys the first SEC
Commissioner and an Ambassador, while Wyzanskl's
family had been elite within the Jewish community
since the 1890*8
.
Governor Poster Furcolo appointed the first Jew
to the hospital's Board of T>«cf ft« (a 01 trustees (a small executive-
committee-like group, with correspondingly greater
prestige and responsibility). Furcolo's appointee,
Sidney R. Rabb, served as a Trustee for sixteen years,
when he moved to Honorary Trustee in 1973, Governor
Micheal Dukakis appointed another Jew, Maurice Lazarus,
to the board.
™
Sometimes the makeup of the hospital's officialdom
reflected constellations formed in business. 38 Mass
General has always had its finger on Boston's economic
pulse. "Of the 23 officers of the hospital from 1820
to I850...all but three were directors of the Suffolk
Bank, The Provident Institution for Savings, or the
Massachusetts General Hospital Life Insurance Company."39
In 1980 a similar, if somewhat more diffuse oattern
of interlocking directorates linked the elite patrons
of the hospital. Of the twenty members of the business
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elite with a hospital affiliation, sixteen are linked
in a web of interlocking directorates which spans
fourteen Mass 80 corporations, (see Table 3-10).
But Mass General is only one of the fourteen
most central institutions for the 19 80 elite. Prot-
estants had more memberships and affiliations, as seen
in Table 3-9, than the combined total of Catholics and
Jews in every instance except two. Deleting these
two, Beth Israel Hospital and the Massachusetts Commi-
ttee of Catholics, Protestants, and Jews, the Jewish
elite still averaged more than twice the affiliations
of the Catholic elite, and even more than the average
for the combined Protestant and Religion Missing group.
The elite Jews were more prominent than the elite
Catholics on the boards of the hospitals, universities,
and cultural institutions, but in the elite business
organizations the pattern was reversed. The Catholics
outdistanced the Jews not only in the two local organi-
zations included in Table 3-8, but also in the national
business groups listed in Table A-7 in the Appendix of
Tables. Here Catholic elites held six of the twenty-
four total memberships, while Jewish elites held no^e
.
Of course in this area, as in the elite hospitals,
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universities, and cultural institutions, the Protestant
and Religion Kissing group accounted for most of the
affiliations.
This chapter has looked at the interlocking
directorates which link the elite fractions, and the
social and civic affiliations, which present a more
oonfuslng picture, with elements of both exclusion and
integration. New eUtes have penetrated some Qf ^
upper class institutions, while others have remained
exclusively In patrician hands. The following chapter
examines the way in which these affiliations play a
part in the trajectories of elite families
.
TA ELE 3-1
Ilk
DISTRIBUTION OF MASS 80 DIRECTORSHIPS BY
INDIVIDUAL BY RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION
FOR THE BUSINESS ELITE
n = 170
Religious
Affiliation
Number of Persons
Holding Given Number
of Directorships
:
Two (a) Three Four Five Seven Total
Protestant 66 18 9 2 1 96
Catholic 23 3 3 1 30
Jewish Ik 1 3 18
Missing 19 6 1 26
Totals 122 28 16 3 1 170
(a) Includes eighteen members of the business elite
with ore full Mass 80 directorship, and onedirectorship in a subsidiary of another Mass 80
corporation.
Source: Mass 80 Database
TABLE 3-2
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MASS 80 DIRECTORSHIPS HELD BY THE BUSINESS ELITE
BY ECONOMIC SECTOR AMD BY RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION
(n = klU)
Sector
:
TotalJ of Mass 80 DirectorshipsHeld by th e Elite FfraotionB i
Protestant Catholic Jewish Missing Total
Industry 76 21 14* 23 13^
Banking 22* 9* 17* 112*
Insurance 51 16* 6* 9* 82*
NonBank
Financial
13 2 2 3 20
Utilities 23 6 1* 5 35
Sales and
Service
12* 5 11 3 31
Total
s
239 72 60
(a) Includes eighteen
subs idiaries
.
directorships of Mass 80
* = Number of directorships equals more than four times
the number of individuals with primary affiliationsin that sector.
Source: Kass 80 Database
TABLE 3-3
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FRACTIONAL LINKAGE ON MASS 80 BOARDS BY ECONOMIC
j
SECTOR FOR THE BUSINESS ^LITE
Utilities 6
81.8
100. 0
NonBank Zj, -
Financial 75. 0
66.7
Sales and g -
Service 5 62 •
5
Source: Mass 80 Database (n = 71)
H
1 2
« ^ „ „ # of Kass 80 Firms
!!
aSS 80 Firms Wlth Business EliteWith Two or More Directors From Two 2 as aDirectors From the or Nore of the t» \Sector: Business Elite Elite Fraction. IfV^
IndUStry 36 17 Z.7.2^
!
Banking 11 -
Insurance 6 /•
18 85.7
Sub-total A : 21
Finance
( Banking,
Insurance
,
NonBank
Financial
)
Sub-Total B; 50 26 0
Other D
( Industry
,
Utilities
Sales and
Service
)
Totals 71 Lih 62.0
TABLE J.Li,
DISTRIBUTION OF MASS 80 DIRECTORSHIPS BY
INDIVIDUAL BY NUMBER OF DIRECTORSHIPS
n = 861
NuTTi"bP"r nf
Mass 80
Directorships
:
# of Persons
With Given
of Mass 80
Directorships
Total §
of Mass 80
Directorshi
One 709 (a) 709 (a)
Two 104 2 08 1
Three 28 84
Four 16 6U
Five
3 15
Seven 1 7
Totals 861 1096
(a) Includes eighteen persons who hold one Mass 80
directorship and one directorship on the board of
a subsidiary of another Mass 80 firm. All other
tables treat these persons as holders of two Mass
80 directorships
.
Source: Mass 80 Database
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TABLE 3-5
ATTRIBUTES OE THE TWENTY INDIVIDUALS HOLDING
FOUR OR MORE MASS 80 DIRECTORSHIPS
(n = 20)
A. Religious Affiliate oris
Protestant Catholic Jewish
—
Economic Sector of Primary Affiliation
Sector
:
# of Persons With Primary
Affiliation In That Sector
Industry «
Insurance
j
Banking
2
Sales and Service 2
Education 2
NonBank Financial !
Utilities 1
Consulting
2.
Total 20
Source: Mass 80 Database
TABLE 3-6
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NUMBER OF MEMBERSHIPS IN SOCIAL REGISTER-LISTED CLUES
BY INDIVIDUAL BY RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION FOR THE
BUSINESS ELITE
u of Soclal
-Reglster-
Llsted Clubs
None
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Protestant
13
18
22
7
5
1
Sub-Total: 5I1
# Belonging to at
Least One Social-
Register- Listed Club
Total § of Fersons 96
in Elite Fraction
n = 170
of Persons Belonging
to_ Given g of Clubs
Catholic Jewish Missing Total
3 3 2 21
2 1-
8
30
Fercent Belonging to 56. b% 26,7$
at Least One Social
Register-Listed Club
30
25
9
6
1
72
18
22.2
26
23. 1#
170
42. 3#
Source: Mass 80 Database
TABLE 3-7
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PRIMARY AFFILIATION IN THE FINANCIAL SECTOR
FOR ALL MASS 80 DIRECTORS LISTED IN
THE 1980 SOCIAL REGISTER
Economic Sector
# of Directors
With One Mass
80 Directorship
Engaged in
That Sector
n = 95
tr of Directors
With Two or More
Mass 80 Director-
ships Engaged in
That Sector Total
NonBank Financial
Banking
Ins liranee
All Other
Sectors
Combined
26
5
8
1
1
12
3^
6
1
5^
Totals 73 22 95
Source: Mass 80 Database
TABLE 3-8
221
FRACTIONAL LINKAGE AMONG THE BUSINESS ELITE ON
BOARDS OP INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS
WITH MORE THAN FIVE ELITE MEMBERS
Institution
or
Organization
Sources
:
Annual Reports, MGH,
1955-80, Mass 80
Database
Total
# of Elite
Individuals # of Elite
on That Board Catholics
or Belonging on That Board
# of Elite
Jews
on That Board
Hospitals
Mass. General
Children's
Mass. Eye & Ear
Beth Israel
18
10
7
7
k
2
1
7
Univers ities
Northeastern
Harvard
M. I.T.
Babson
20
13
6
6
2
1
1
3
2
1
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TABLE 3-8 (Continued)
FRACTIONAL LINKAGE AMONG THE BUSINESS ELITE ON
BOARDS OP INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS
WITH MORE THAN FIVE ELITE MEMBERS
Institution
or
Organization
Total
# of Elite
Individuals
on That Board
or Belonging
Cultural Institutions
and Others
# of Elite
Catholics
on That Board
# of Elite
Jews on
That Board
Museum of
Science
Boston Symphony-
Orchestra
New England
Aquarium
Mass. Committee
of Catholics,
Frotestants
,
and Jews
26
13
8
Business Organizations
Associated Industries 12
of Mass
Greater Boston 12
Chamber of Commerce
3 2
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TA ELE 3-9
TOTALS FROM THE PREVIOUS TABLE (a) (b
Source: Table 3-8 (a) (b)
Three
Hospitals (a)
Total # of
Elite
Individuals
on Board or
Belonging
35
Four i+5
Unlvers it ies
Three ill
Cultural
Institutions (b)
Two Business 2h
Organizations
Total § of
Catholic
Elite on
Boards or
Belonging
Total # of
Jewish
Elite
on Boards
or Belonging
10
Totals 1^5 15 22
(a) Does not include Beth Israel.
(b) Does not include Mass. Comm. of Catholics, Protest
ants , and Jews
.
12h
TABLE 3-10
THE BUSINESS ELITE AT MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL
AND THEIR MASS 80 DIRECTORSHIPS
n = 20
Year
Affiliated
With Hospital Name Mo** cn ™ ^
. 1
i^am Mass 80 Directorships
1957 Rabb, Sidney R. Boston Company, Stop & Shop
\
1961 Burr, Francis H. Raytheon, M.S. Electric 4
1962 Putnam, George Jr. Boston Company, Putnam
1965 Darling, Nelson General Cinema, Eastern Gas
1966 Driver, William R. Suffolk, Franklin, M.E. Gas
Jr.
1971 Grimm, Mrs. Aff. Publications, State
Roland D. Street
1971 Mercer, William C. First National Bank,
John Hancock, N.E. Telephone
1971 Mockler, Colman Raytheon, Gillette, First
National Bank, John Hancock
1971 Smith, Richard A. General Cinema, First Natl.
Bank, Liberty Mutual
1973 Lazarus, Maurice Itek, Mass. Mutual, N.E.
Telephone, Arthur D. Little
1973 Fouraker, Laurence Gillette, N.E. Mutual
E.
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TABLE 3-10 (Continued)
THE BUSINESS ELITE AT MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL
AND THEIR MASS 80 DIRECTORSHIPS
Year
Affiliated
With Hospital Name
1973
Mass 80 Dij-^vhrvr^^j^
1975
1976
1976
1979
1980
1980
1980
MacDougall, Roderick EG & G, N.S. Merchants,
N «E. Mutual, Ark-wright-
Boston
McCune, William J .Jr. Polaroid
, MITRE
Cahners, Norman L. John Hancock, Stop & Shop
Philips, John N. EG & G, Eastern Gas
Allison, Dwight L.
Sstin, Hans, H.
Phillips
, Edward E.
Ill
Gray, John B.
Dennison, Fidelity,
Boston Company
Boston Company, Putnam
N.E. Mutual, N.E. Telephone
Dennison, John Hancock
General Sanders, Charles A. First National Bank, N.E.Director
of M.G.H.
Mutual
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
Elements of Class
This study has looked at 17 0 individuals selected
j
to represent the business elite of Massachusetts in \
1980. It has examined their orlp-ins, their pathways
jto the elite, and their activities and experiences
\
within the elite: their functional economic roles, !
and their patterns of social and civic affiliations.
Throughout, the study has focused on the
(religiously-defined) fractions which comprise the
business elite. These fractions consistently showed
a stubborn unwillingness to fall into neat, easily
described patterns. A constant tension between simi-
larity and difference, between convergence and diver-
gence, surfaced in almost every area: in education,
in the military, in business, and in social and civic
activities. Figure ^-1 expresses this concept graphi-
cally.
Each fraction made its way into the elite by a
distinct pathway, although each fraction, along its
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way, cartook from . Mnu of oommoR lngtltutions
experience,. Once arrived In the elite. whlle esconced
In separate enclaves on the el\t* nicf fll e Plateau, the fractions
and their members became enmeshed In a series of inter-
fractional relations. Interlocking directorates and
overlapping memberships in business policy and lobbying
groups symbolized a functional interdependence and a
commonality of economic interests among the elite frac-
tions. Overlapping memberships in social clubs, and
on the boards of civic, cultural, and educational in-
stitutions, also served to bring the fractions together.
In The Forging of an Aristocracy
. Ronald Story
identified several elements which combined to coalesce
upper class. Economic orimacy, and a commonality of
economic interests, headed the list. In the nineteenth
century, the development of the publicly-owned corpora-
tion enabled the businessman to diversify his risks at
the cost of sharing corporate control. The network of
interlocking directorates which linked the nineteenth
and early twentieth century Massachusetts economic elites
(see Table 2-7) was reflected in a similar network in
1980, which cut across religious, ethnic, and economic
sector boundaries to link all of the state's elite
fractions in a closeknit economic web, characterised by
12 R
shared risks, shared hprpfifcQ merits, and shared control of
the state's major corporations.
Story also noted the importance of kinship ties
in nineteenth century Boston's class formation process.
"Family ties facilitated the acquisition of capital,
provided reliable business assoc iates
. . .and served as
a cushion in economic difficulties. Marriage between
friends and relatives
.. .was common, with the result
that property was not dissipated in alien hands." 1
Kinship, through both blood and marriage, also
played a part in linking the members of the 1980
business elite, but with one significant difference.
Intermarriage between the elite and their relatives
was quite common, but took place only within the bounds
of the elite fractions. In other words, elite Jews
married elite Jews, while the Brahmin elite married
other Brahmins, or Protestants from outside Massachu-
setts, but never directly into the Catholic or Jewish
Massachusetts elite families.
Story noted the predominance of Unitarians among
the late nineteenth century Brahmins. Many later con-
verted to the more fashionable Episcopal church, while
others maintained their ancestors' Congregatlonalist
affiliation. m any case, the point her is not the
particularity of denomination, but rather a shared
religious tradition, and a shared world-view; a
"distinctive outlook" which helped to sha.e a sense of
class. While acknowledge the roles played by wealth,
family, and religion, Story found that "...the key
institution of... urban society was by no means the
family, as much modern scholarship would suggest, but
rather the civic institutions which facilitated the
transcendence of family- notably the great cultural
establishments- and in particular, Harvard Univers ity . "2
Baltzell used the same metaphor in his description of
Man intricate web of exclusive associations, each one
serving as a kind of upper-class family surrogate," 3
and went on to argue that symbols of membership in
exclusive associations have replaced the famlly-coat-of-
arms as evidence of high status.
Here the oarallel with the 1980 business elite is
hardest to draw, and perhaps most instructive. Some
traditionally upper class institutions and associations
have opened their gates to the new elites, while others
have not. 7\t the same time, the new elites have founded
and funded new institutions of their own. In both cases,
1?0
there has been a tight relationship between family
and extra-familial institutions. The old elite,
descended from the upper class, has maintained its
allegiance, generation by generation, to the institu-
tions of its ancestors. The new elite has extended
and then consolidated its scope of affiliations, some-
times over a period of several generations. After
several generations, of course, the new elite becomes
the old elite.
The following section looks at three elite fami-
lies, in an effort to explore three of the elements
which transformed the nineteenth century Boston busi-
ness elite into an upper class. The three themes of
family sponsorship in business, marriage alliances
with other elite families, and the extension, consolid-
ation, and maintenance of institutional affiliations
,
motivate the case studies.
Three Families
The Lorlng Family
. The Loring family business, The
Plymouth Cordatre Company, was the subject of Samuel
Eliot Nor is on' s The Poremakers of Plymouth
. Founded in
the 1830' s to supply rope for ringing the sails of the
huse Boston and Sale, merchant fleets, the company
Pioneered new methods of manufacture and set new quality
standards for the Industry. Soon It was the world's
leading producer of rope.
The stockholders built a railroad connecting
Plymouth with Boston, and successfully withstood the
efforts of a giant cordage trust to drive it under by
cutting
.rices. The trust went bankrupt and the company
prospered. 5Caleb Loring (see Figure h. 2 ) was one of
the early investors in Plymouth Cordage, and the family
stayed with the firm. Three Lorings became President,
while six served as directors of the company. 4
Figure U-2 offers an abbreviated Loring family
tree, supplemented with selected affiliations. The
numbers on the left represent successive generations,
and the descent is directly from father to son until
the ninth generation, when the tree forks into two
I
branches. lOAugustus and lOCaleb Jr., in fact, are the
first two direct descendants of 5Caleb not to be associa-
ted with the Plymouth Cordage Company.
No Loring was a member of the I960 business elite,
but two Lorinc cousins each held one Mass PO director-
ship, so the family itself can be considered an elite
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entity 1„ 1 980
. 10Caleb Jr . Bas tne nOTber . t„0 pa„ ^
the Fidelity fund ^oup,
. ,ass 80 Facial
company, while 10*wustus headed the
Office and Loring, Wolcott a r**i u ,ki jox rr & Coolldge (private Invest-
ment firms), while sltt-i^o- or. „/, n ± itt ng as an outside director of
New England Merchants Bank.
The first quarter of the twentieth century saw
the shift of Brahmin capital from industry to invest-
ments. The Plymouth Cordage Company endured until
1929, but the Lorings began to make the shift before
that. Marriage alliances with the Gardner and Bowditch
clans pointed the way and eased the transition.
9*ugustus Jr.'s marriage to Rosamond Bowditch in 1911,
and his simultaneous entry into "Mr. Bowditch »s office
for the management of estates, "5 was a critical juncture.
The original Family Founder, Nathaniel Bowditch the
navigator, was also the first insurance actuary in
America, and a founding partner of the state's leading
Insurance company.^
Besides their family business, and their marriage
alliances to other prominent wealthy upper class fami-
lies, the Lorings developed ongoing affiliations with
patrician institutions; affiliations which carried over
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from generation to generat 1 rm u«Rc anon. Harvard and the
Somerset Club, for examole
« i n iQPn iaalypo 10y\ugustus was
an Overseer of Harvard and a member of the Somerset.
The Bristol Family, Compared to the Brahmin Lorings
,
the Brlstols are a later-arriving dynasty of Yankee
technocrats and entrepreneurs. The same three elements,
however, a prosperous family business, strategic marri-
age alliances, and an expanding and ongoing list of
extra-familial affiliations, characterize the Brlstols.
Benjamin Hiel, the Family Founder, rose from
Machinist to Superintendent, then broke off to found
his own company (see Figure fc.3 ). His oldest son took
a degree in Mechanical Engineering, while the younger,
Edgar, hired out as a machinist before joining his
father's company. In 1908 he and his brother withdrew
to form the Industrial Instrument Company, which later
became the Foxboro Company, a Mass 80 industrial firm. 7
Edgar and his brother Bennet married a pair of
sisters from the Rexford (manufacturing) family In
Connecticut. Each brother sent a son to M.I.T., and
the two cousins from this generation both became Presi-
dent of Foxboro. Rexford A . Bristol is a member of the
1980 business elite, and a director of Foxboro, of
Arkwright-Boston (insurance), and of the New England
Merchants Bank, where he sits beside Augustus P.
Loring. Kis cousin Benjamin H. Bristol is a director
of Foxboro, and like Pexford, also served as President
of the Foxboro National ^ank. P
Benjamin H. Bristol's four sisters each married
into a prominent and venerable Massachusetts Family.
The Jones, the Lawson, and the Perry families are in-
cluded in William Cutter's Genealogy
.
9
while the Boston
Social Register (1906) lists 30 Ferry households, 29
Crockers, 28 Joneses and 3 Lawsons. Figure 4-4 summa-
rizes occupational information on these families for
the World War II period. As the figure shows, these
families were older patrician clans, with some members
in or near the business elite, and others engaged in
traditional upper class pursuits like religion and
education.
Affiliations seem to have played a les^ prominent
role in the Bristol than in the Lorinc- family, although
a small circle of institutions linked the family with
the four in-law clans of Fi.rure 4-4. The affiliations
of the Bristol family appear to be in the process of
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expanding
.
The Rabb Family Eight members of the Rabb family hold
a total of eleven directorships in Mass 80 corporations,
the largest number of seats held by any family. Seven
of the seats stem from the family's ow^ business, the
-top & Shop Companies, Inc.. Ko other Mass 80 firm
has so many members of a single family on its board.
Resides the family's economic and directorial
prominence, three other reasons combine to make the
Rabbs a fit subject for a more extended treatment. First,
the family extends not only horizontally, to a group of
men and women active in 1980, but also vertically, point-
ing back to Yente and Nachman Rabinovitz, who brought
their children to the United States in 1891. They began
the family's first American grocery store in Boston's
North End. In 1980 Stop & Shop managed 372 retail out-
lets, with total sales of over *2 billion. The family
is an economic dynasty, and offers an intriguing compari-
son with the mechanisms of family solidarity, sponsor-
ship, and transmittal practiced by other, more widely-
known dynasties, like the Lorin^s and the Bristols.
Second, the Rabbs are linked with other wealthy ^
Jewish families by a series of marriage alliances often
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reinforced by economic ties. The pattern of an ex-
tended family group based on kinship and on common
business interests also characterized the Lorings and
the Bristols.
Finally, the Rabbs have developed an extensive
series of ties to the traditionally upper class eco-
nomic, social, and civic institutions of Boston. Often
the Pabbs were amon* the first Jews to become associated
with these institutions. The family also developed a
leading position in Boston's Jewish community, and in
terms of the development and composition of the state's
business elite as a whole.
Norman Solomon Rabinovitz, or Nachman Chaim Sholome
Rabinovitz, 11 as he had been in Russia, brought his
family to the United States in 1891. The Rablnovitzs
had originally intended to go to the Argentine, where
Nachman, a devoted Zionist, could continue his work of
sending colonists to Palestine. The trip had not been
easy. It had taken two years for Nachman, Ms second
wife Yente, and their five children to get from Mogilev
in °ussia to Antwerp, where they embarked, as they
thought, for the Argentine. But the ship docked at
Ellis Island instead, and the Rablnovitzs were promptly
Put on a train and dispatched to Boston by HIAS
, the
Hebrew lmalgrant Mfl ^
the arrival and settlement of Jewish immigrants.
The Rabinovitzs were Russian Jews, part of a giant
migration which sent the Russian-born population of
Boston soaring from only 3^5 in 1880 to IH,891 by 1 9 10. 12
The Jews who fled from Eastern Europe at the turn of
the century comprised the third and largest wave of
Jewish immigrants to the United States. The first wave,
arriving around 17 00, was composed of Sephhardic Jews
from Western and Southern Europe. The Sephardim
assimilated rapidly into the mainstream of Colonial
society. Too few to constitute a "Jewish community-
except in the very largest cities, they lived, worked,
and socialized with non-Jews
. Many married Christians
and a sizeable proportion converted. Engaged mainly
in trading and banking, their ties to European Jewish
banking houses helped to finance America's expanding
economy.
The second wave of Jewish immigrants arrived in
the middle of the nineteenth century. These were mainly
German and Central European Jews, part of a larger move-
ment which sent many, Jews and non-Jews alike, from
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Central Europe to the rnUo^ a*. 4v x,ne united States in the wake of the
failed revolution of 18^8 rv° °* fiy 18°0 there were about
150,000 Jews in the United States, up from only 2,000
in 1790. X 3 The German Jews came largely from the
cities, and in the States they settled in cities and
towns. By 1880 there was an established Jewish commu-
nity in almost every state. The German Jews, more
numerous and cohesive than the Sephardlc Jews, did rot
assimilate as readily. Many worked as peddlers until
they amassed enough capital to open "Jewish stores."
At the same time the German Jews began to create a
network of Jewish hospitals, schools, clubs, and wel-
fare agencies .
The third wave, composed of Jews from Russia and
Eastern Europe, swamped the first two. In fifty years
the American Jewish population rose from about 250,000
in 1880 to over ^,000,000 in 1930. 1U The descent of
the Russians was perceived as a threat by many, by
native Americans and by the German Jews, who felt their
respectability threatened. The Russian Jews were alien
In speech and clothing} they were poor and numerous.
Packed Into Jewish neighborhoods like the Lower East
Side of Manhattan and the North End of Boston, the Russ-
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ian Jew, were physically hemmed in and relegated to
low-paying Jobs, often as industrial workers.
The Rabinovitzs were part of this third wave of
Jewish immigrants, but two things set the* apart.
First, they were amon* the earliest Russian Jews to
arrive in Boston. m the city's North End, these
"Pioneers" set up a "pilot community,"^ and laid the
groundwork for the later arrivals. "Dispersed among
the Yankees and Irish," they "assimilated faster than
the later arrivals. When the 'greenhorns' came, they
looked up to the veteran settlers as leaders, teachers,
landlords, and employers."16 Henry Wyzansky, for
example, opened a butcher shop in the North End in the
1880's. Fe lived upstairs and "many of the newcomers
lived with him for a considerable period of time. They
paid him three dollars a week for room and board." 17
The second thing which set the Rabinovitzs apart
was the approximately fifty thousand dollars (100,000
Russian rubles) they brought with them. The money had
been given to Nachman by his son (from his first marri-
age) Leibl, who ran a large and successful distilling
business in Russia. With part of this money the family
bought a three-decker house at Salem and Prince Streets
in the North End. Following W****.. example,
opened a small grocery on the ground floor.
Kachman soon became disillusioned with life in
America, and taking the three youngest children, he
went to Palestine in 1893. He returned for a visit
la 1897 or 1898, but soon went back to his orange
groves outside Tel Aviv. When he died, the three boys
were sent back to Boston to Join their relatives.
Even before Nachman left for the first time, an
important change had taken place in the family. Joseph,
the second oldest son, then in his teens, decided to
attend a burlesque show on Friday night, the Jewish
sabbath. On returning home his father rebuked him, and
Joseph then went to live with a Jewish family in East
Boston. He supported himself by selling and Installing
chairseats, and supplemented his income on weekends
by peddling from a pushcart in the North End. Joseph
was ambitious and he convinced a grocery broker to give
him sacks of flour on consignment, which he then sold
from his pushcart to retail grocers, including his
mother. Soon his brother Max and their brother-in-law
joined him to expand the fledgling wholesale business.
In 1898 the Rabinovitz brothers Joined with six other
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Jewish wholesalers to form the <?f fl^ a * nl Standard Grocery Company.
After the death of their fath^-r *wvimx i ne , the three younger
boys returned to the States. Julius, the youngest, was
sent to school. In 19 07 the two other brothers, Jacob
and Isidore, together with a brother-in-law, set up a
new wholesale company, the Baystate Grocery Company.
As their businesses prospered, the brothers moved
out of the city to the affluent and increasingly Jewish
suburbs. Joseph moved to Jamaica Plain and Jacob moved
to Brookline. Business was good, and soon the brothers
had time and money to devote to civic and charitable
activities. These, however, were confined to the Jewish
community. As late as 1940 the only non-Jewish affilia-
tion (of Joseph and Jacob) was Jacob's membership In
19the Masons, Jacob had no sons, but all three of his
nephews followed him into the Masons.
Joseph had gone to work at thirteen. Jacob had
finished high school. The youngest brother, Julius,
graduated from Eoston University's Law School in 1912.
A year later he decided to p-o into the chainstore gro-
cery business, and he went to his brother Jacob for
financial support. Jacob agreed to back him on one
condition: Julius would have to put two relatives in
1U2
charge of the first two stores. Jullus agreed and
the Economy Grocery Stores Company was founded in 1 9U.
The name of the company was changed to Stop & Shop in
1946.
At first the Economy was very successful. Julius
sold stock to other family members, and to Economy's
suppliers, food wholesalers who were ea«er to purchase
a piece of an expanding retail chain. And it was ex-
panding. By 191? the two original stores had grown
into thirty-three. The First World War brought prof-
its, but also trouble. One of Julius's first moves had
been to hire an experienced chainstore executive. Just
before the War, Economy's stockholders voted to expand
to sixty-six stores. When rationing went into effect
in 1917. this executive reported to the Food Admini-
strator that he had sixty-six stores. In this way he
procured twice as much flour and sugar as he was entitled
to, since these commodities were rationed on a store by
store basis. A Jealous competitor informed the authori-
ties, and the extra flour and sugar was removed and a
sl*n announcing the violation was hung in the window of
every store. Business bep;an to fall off and the Economy
began to lose money.
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Joseph Rabinovitz, now married and an executive
1» the Standard Grocery Company, had been one of the
early investors in his brother Julius's company.
Joseph had four children (see Figure R-i) and he sent
his three boys to Harvard by way of the Boston latin
School. Gorman and Irving P-raduated cum laude
, while
Sidney, the oldest, interrupted his college career to
join the Marines in 1 9 18. After the War he did not
return to college; he received an honorary degree from
Harvard in 1962. It was Sidney who would become the
Pivotal figure in the family's economic and social
20
odyssey.
Born in 1900, Sidney Rabinovitz entered Harvard
in 1916 as the youngest member of his class. He had
been a captain in the Latin School Cadets, and in 1918
he enlisted in the Marine Corps. Two months later, he
was a post sergeant in the Marine office in Cambridge.
On the night of the False Armistice, November 7, 1915,
the entire unit was given liberty. Instead of goinc:
into town to celebrate with the rest of the Marines,
he went to see his uncle Meyer, who suggested that he
ought to go into the Economy to try to rescue it. The
family had a large stake in the ailing company: Joseph
and Jacob Rabinovitz together owned nearly 68$ of the
Economy, while the rest was owned by other family
members and the firm's suppliers.
Thus on the day after he was released from the
Marines, Sidney went to work for the Economy. Within
a few months the general manager of the company re-
signed and Sidney took over as the acting general
manager. late in 1919 he discovered that the Charles-
town Navy Yard was disposing of large lots of war sur-
plus foodstuffs. He negotiated a revolving bank credit
and placed a 50-line ad in the Boston Post , offering
Sunbeam brand canned peaches at 19s* a can, while the
competition was getting 39<t a can for DelMonte brand
peaches. The peaches cost the Economy only ten and an
eighth cents a can. Forty thousand cases were sold,
then evaporated milk, canned peas, and other items
from the Navy Yard. By the end of the year the Economy
showed a profit of $97,000 and the family gradually
bought out the other owners. By 1922 Joseph, who had
sold his interest in the Standard, Jacob, and Sidney
each owned approximately a third of the Economy. In
1925 the company went public. Its stock was distributed
by the Hayden Stone brokerage house, and later all three
of Hayden Stone's Boston partners joined Economy's board
Ik5
of directors.
In 1895 the Jewish community of Boston had estab-
lished the Federated Jewish Charities. For several
decades the agency was largely staffed and funded by
German Jews, while it dispensed most of its services
to the poorer Russian Jews. In the l 920's the newly
elite Russian Jews began to move in, increasing their
participation and contributions, and the federated
Jewish Charities merged with several other agencies
to form the Associated Jewish Philanthropies. In 1929
Sidney Rablnovitz was the toastmaster as the annual
A J? fundraising dinner, and in 1931 he became chairman
of the fundraislng drive. In 19?2 Sidney followed his
father and uncle onto the board of the Eeth Israel
Hospital (see Figure R-2). Later Sidney and Irving
would serve as Fresident of the hospital's board, while
Sidney's wife Esther and daughter Helene would serve
as President of the Women's auxiliary.
At the same time the Russian Jews were making pro-
gress on the social front. The first Jewish country
club in Boston was the T^ernwood in Salem; it's members
were German Jews. In 1925 the Finebrook Country Club
was founded in vestonj the majority of its' members
1^6
were of =USS ian extraction. Sidney was a founding
me.ber of the Pinebroo*. and later Joined the Kernwood
as well.
TT^e family and the business continued to grow.
Sidney's sister Jeanette married Sidney L. Solomon
in 1931. Solomon, who had started working in Filene's
basement later became the Chairman of the Board of
Abraham & Strauss, and a Vice President of Federated
Department Stores, its* parent company. Four decades
later his son, Peter J. Solomon, a partner in Lehman
Brothers Kuhn Loeb, participated in a new stock issue
for Stop & Shop, while Sidney and Peter Solomon both
served as Stop & Shop directors.
In 19U1 Sidney Rabinovltz's oldest daughter Helere
married Norman Cahners. Cahners and his brothers, like
the Pabinovitz brothers, all attended Harvard (see
Figure P.-?). In 1950 Sidney's second daughter Carol
married Avram Goldberg, another Harvard graduate.
Cahners founded and built up the Cahners Publishing
Company. Goldberg, presently President of Stop & Shop,
came from a prominent Boston Jewish family. His father,
Lewis Goldberg, another Harvard man, had served as
state Commissioner of Public Utilities before taking a
seat on the Massachusetts Superior Court bench.
1*17
With family and business processing a.ace,
after World War II Sidney began to extend hi, civic
interests and activities beyond the boundaries of
the Jewish community. m the late l920's he had
joined the Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce, and
during the War he became a member of the Northeastern
University Corporation. After the War, Sidney Rabb21
became a director of the Massachusetts Committee of
Catholics, Protestants, and Jews. This group brought
together some of the state's most prominent men:
Charles Francis Adams, Allan Forbes, Ralph Lowell,
Judge A. K. Cohen, Micheal Kelleher, and other?.
Appointed to the board of the ^oston Public Library
by Mayor John Hyr.es
, Sidney took his turn as President
of the Library board. As such he served as an ex officio
member of the Trustees of the Museum of Fine Arts. When
his term expired, the Museum's Trustees asked him to
stay on. Also during the 1950*3 Governor Foster Furcolo
appointed him to the board of the Massachusetts General
Hospital
.
From this point on, the family's affiliations began
to multiply. Numerous honorary degrees were conferred
on Sidney: Tufts in 1961, followed by Harvard, Boston
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College, Suffolk, Northeas tprn 22» -ui ur.easce , and. Brandeis
. ft
*lso became the first Jewish Re*ent 2 3 of 3oston ColUg>>
a Jesuit school, and the first Jewish director of the
Boston Fdison Company. When he retired from these po-
sitions his son-in-law Avran, Goldber* became a Director
of Boston Collet and his daughter Eelene a Director of
the Boston Edison.
One Irishman paralleled Sidney's route into Boston'
economic and civic institutions. Donald J. Hurley, a
Harvard law graduate, was the first Irish lawyer to join
the prestigious Goodwin, Proctor, and Hoar law firm.
Hurley served as President of the Chamber of Commerce;
Rabb as Vice President. Hurley was a member of the Mass
General Hospital Corporation; Rabb was a Trustee. The
two men also sat together on the board of the Boston
Safe Deposit & Trust and eventually on the board of ^toc
& Shop itself.
In the next veneration of the Rabb family, the
pattern of affiliations consolidated and expanded. The
new affiliations were mainly in business. They included
Avram Goldberg's Charles town Bank directorship, Carol
Rabb Goldberg's seats on the boards of the Putnam Fund
Group and the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, and Norman
1^9
Cahners' John Hancock and Home ^avin.s Bank director-
ship. S idney himself had joined the board of Liberty
Mutual ^ire in I9U9 before movin, up to the parent
company, Liberty Mutual Life, in I95U.
The family now owns approximately 2h% of Stop &
Shop. Sidney Rabb is Chairman of the Board, flanked
by his two brothers (see Figure ) . Four members of
the next generation also sit on the board. Julian
Edison, married to Norman Rabb's daughter Hope, is
Chairman of the Board of the Edison Company, a depart-
ment store chain based in St. Louis. The Edisons came
to the United States from Russia in 1890, a year before
the Rabinovitzs, and soon after opened their first
store. In 1968 Julian's cousin Bernard Edison was named
President of the family business, with three other
second-generation Edisons moving up to Executive Vice
Presidencies. The pattern is strikingly similar to
that of Stop & Shop, where in 1971 Avram Goldberg took
over as President while his wife Carol Rabb Goldberg
became a Senior Vice President. Norman Cahners, married
to Carol's sister Helene, is also on the board of Stop
& Shop.
The other directors include three longtime employees
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of Stop ft Shop and five outside directors. m 1959
Sidney Rabb wnet onto the board of the Boston Safe
Deposit ft Trust at the invitation of its President
Ralph Lowell. Seven years later Lowell's successor.
William W. Wolbach, joined the Stop ft Shop board.
The other outside directors are Clifton B. Cox, retired
from the Greyhound Corporation, John G.L. Cabot, a
Senior Vice President of the Cabot Corporation, William
P. Pounds, Dean of M.I.T.'s Sloan School of Management,
and Phyllis A
.
Wallace, a professor at the Sloan School.
The company, like the family, has evolved. The
traditional grocery business has been augmented by sub-
sidiaries engaged in department store, drugstore,
women's clothers, and tobacco and greeting cards retail-
ing. On the financial front, in 1980 Stop ft Shop chose
Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb to undertake "a new program
of capital format! on "
.
2k At the same time, the company
secured a major loan from the Prudential Insurance
Company.
Throughout this section, the themes of family
solidarity and sponsorship, or marriage alliances, and
of institutional affiliations have been the guiding
elements. As we have seen, each has played a role, not
only i„ the history of the Loring, Bristol, and Rabb
families, but in the history of the Massachusetts
business elite as a whole. The following section looks
at the way in which these themes have affected the
development and composition of that elite, in the past,
in 1980, and in the future.
C one lus ions
"Organization almost invariably invites two
questions," according to John Kenneth Galbraith. "Who
is the head? How did he get there?" 2 ^ This study has
asked those questions about the 1980 Massachusetts
business elite, and one more. Given 1?0 individuals
representing the state's business leadership, what are
the similarities and differences between them; their
origins, their avenues of arrival into the elite, and
the roles they play within it? The answers may be
summarized as follows
:
The 1980 business elite came from a variety of reo-
praohic, religious, ethnic, and family backgrounds. It
was much more diverse in terms of origins than either
its regional predecessors or the contemporary national
business elite.
—Many of the elite individuals came fro* diverse
backgrounds but converged or a set of common institu-
tions and experiences as young adults, a prestigious
college, advanced training ln business, law, engineer-
ing, or science, wartime military service as officers,
employment In large corporations and rapid promotion
to their top echelons.
The seemingly uniform elite pathway was actually
very different for the (religiously-defined) elite
fractions. This was especially noticeable, and especi-
ally significant, in business, where certain firms and
sectors were dominated by particular fractions of the
elite. Promotion rates varied by firm and by sector
as well. The inheritor and the entrepreneur had the
fast tracks; the corporate bureaucrat lagged behind.
The inheritance or family sponsorship route was avail-
able to some members of two fractions, Kassachusetts-
born Protestants and Massachusetts-born Jews, and not
to members of the other fractions. The most important
difference between the fractions in business, however,
x^as their sector-specialization, their clustering in
particular "squares of the checkerboard," Brahmins in
investments, Catholics and out-of-state Frotestants in
industry, and Jews in sales and service.
^
...But this fractional segregation by economic sector
was largely confined to the intracorporate and intra-
sector spheres, while firms and sectors tended to be
religion-specific, the intercorporate network of inter-
locking directorates was much more religiously and
ethnically mixed. Perini sat beside Feldberg, and
Galligan sat beside Cabot. 26 This board-level inte-
gration was most evident in the financial and sales and
service sectors. These sectors were the ones most
"blanketed" by single fractions internally, but at the
same time they were the sectors with, the highest pro-
portion of outside directors from other fractions and
other sectors. Overall the picture was confusing
segregation by sector and fraction (in terms of primary
affiliation), and integration by sector and fraction
(through interlocking directorates).
The same duality was evident outside business. Some
upper class social clubs had admitted selected members
of the new elites, 27 and of the new elite fraction;
some had not. Generally, fractional co-membership in a
sriven group tended to be higher in civic and cultural
15^
institution, tha, m purely soclal ones
, ,,Mle^
families often mrried into other elite families, these
marriages v,ere fractionally-bounded, Protestant elites
married Protestant elites, Jewish elites married Jewish
elites
.
—
In addition to penetrating some upper class institu-
tions, the new economic elites had founded and funded
their own institutions, as they had done in business.
Freed from immediate economic concerns, the new elites
were moving out to take up wider powers and responsi-
bilities in the community. The extension of the new
elites was occurin* within both old and new institutions
in the boardrooms of the First National Bank of Boston
and of Stop & Shop, at the Massachusetts General Hospi-
tal and at M.I.T., Arthur D. Little, and the Museum of
Sc ience
.
This is the side of the coin perceived by those
observers who see the contemporary business elite as a
cohesive, unified group. Mintz and Schwartz, for exam-
ple, in "The Structure of Power in American Business"
stressed the "unifying institutions of American busi-
ness .. .where in policies are created, where friendships
2 P
are developed, and where marriages are consummated."
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While noting conflicts within the business elite,
between financial and industrial capital and between
national and regional power-blocs, these critics choose
to accentuate the unities which link the business elite,
rather than the differences which divide it.
Baltzell, on the other hand, minimizes the civic
and economic ties which link the elite fractions and
focuses on the social and ethnic divisions which split
the elite. Those divisions and differences do exist,
within the elite and within the wider American societal
framework. Recent work has documented the tensions and
conflicts which pitted the immigrant ethnic groups
against each other, 29 and pitted the newcomers against
the natives. 30 But the ethnics are no longer immigrants
"Migration brought all these elements together in
the cities in the first place. Their frictions
today arise from rubbing against one another, as
they climb the social ladder simultaneously. A
generation asro, when they were still sunk in
poverty, they lived in segregated ghettos and had
relatively little to do with one another. Each
was concerned almost exclusively with its own
struggle for acceptance. Now that all have broken
out of their molds of segregation to some decree,
they face a double challenge- not only of continu-
ing their separate advance, but also of finding a
new oattern for livinsr together." (31)
rences
so
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This study has unearthed a multitude of
differences between the elite fractions; diffe
of roots, and differences of routes. But it has al
pointed to the convergence of the fractions on certain
experiences and institutions, and to the linkage of
the fractions through their common affiliations with
those institutions: banks, supermarkets, hospitals,
and universities. Through its shared use of resources
and rewards, the business elite of Massachusetts has
managed to negotiate a working agreement, but not yet,
oerhaps
,
a sicrned contract.
FIGURE 4-1
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DIVERGENCE AND CONVERGENCE FOR THE I98O
MASSACHUSETTS BUSINESS ELITE
Diverse Origins ;
Ethnic
Religious
Geographic
English Irish Italian German Russian
French
Protestant Catholic Jewish
Massachusetts-Born Born Elsewhere
Converging, PathwaysJ
Education
Military Service
Family Sponsorship
Certain Colleges
As Officers
In Business
Divergent Career
Trajectories :
Divergent Economic
Sectors
:
Convergent Inter-
locking Directorates
Convergent Social
.
Civic, and Cultural
Affiliations:
Entrepreneur Bureaucrat Law Family
Business
Finance Industry Sales/Service Utili
ties Insurance Academia Other
Mass PO Boards of Directors
Other Boards
Elite Institutions
Divergent Social, Civic,
and Cultural Affiliations
Specialized, Restricted,
and Exclusive Instituions
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THE LORITO FAMILY
ABBREVIATED FAMILY TREE WITH SELECTED AFFILIATION
k Caleb
5 Caleb shipowner
182^-3Z| Treasurer & Director Plymouth
Cordage Co.
6 Charles Greeley 1812' Harvard
1815 Litchfield Law School
(first law school in the U.S.
)
1835-57 Fellow of Harvard
185k Actuary, Massachusetts Hospital
Life Insurance Company
7 Caleb William b. 1819
1839 Harvard
18*ti Harvard Law School
1871-97 Director, Plymouth Cordage Co.
1890-97 President, Plymouth Cordage Co
8 Augustus Peabody b. I857
1878 Harvard
1881 Harvard Law School
188k m. Ellen Gardner
1897-1936 President & Director,
Plymouth Cordage Co.
9 Caleb b. 1888
'
attended Noble and Greenough
School
1910 Harvard
1917-19 Lt. (jg) U.S. Navy
1927 Boston University Law School
1938- Director, Plymouth Cordage Co.
FIGURE Z|_ 2 (Continued)
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THE LOSING FAMILY
ABBREVIATED FAMILY THEE WITH SELECTED AFFILIATIONS
President, Loring
Treasurer, Albany
Treasurer, Beacon
Collidge Service Cor
Trust
Charabers Trust
Member, Beverly Board of Alderman
Clubs
: The Country
The Exchange
Eastern Yacht
Somerset
9 Augustus Feabody Jr. b. I885
attended Noble and Green-
ough School
Adirondack-Florida School
19 08 Harvard
1909-11 Harvard Law School
1911 m. Rosamond Bowditch and
"entered Mr. Bowditch'
s
office for the management
of estates
"
(Loring Genealogy)
1911-12 Boston Univ. Law School
1913- Director, Plymouth Cordage
Co.
World War I- Captain, Mass. State
Guard
1937 merged his own investment
office with the trust depart-
ments of the following law
firms
:
Lor in sr f Coolid^e, Noble and Boyd
Gaston, Snow, Qaltonstall , Hunt and
Rice to form the
loring Collidsce Service Corn.
1939-^1 President, Plymouth Cordacre
Co.
19^1- Chairman of the Board, P.C.
FIGURE i*-2 (Continued)
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THE LORIKG FAMILY
ABBREVIATED FAMILY TREE WITH SELECTED AFFILIATION
President, Galveston Houston C.Treasurer, Suffolk Saving Bank for Seamen
,
Old Colony Trust Assn.
,
University Associates
,
Real Estate Associates
™ *.
'^Hing House AssociatesDirector, ^saohusetts Hospital Life Insurance Co.
,
New England Trust Co.
,
Boston & Maine Railroad
,
Houghton Mifflin Co.
"
» North Texas Co.
,
Fall River Gas Light Co.
,
Haverhill Gas Light Co.
Chairman, Eeverly School Committee
Treasurer and Director, Boston University
,;
*
H
Moderator, First Church in Boston
„
Director, The Farms and Trades School
n. . - »
Boston Society of Natural HistoryDirector, Industrial School for Crippled and Deformed
Children
,
Essex Institute
,
Peabody Museum
,
American Antiquarian Society
Member, Mass. Historical Society
,
Colonial Society of Mass.
Mason, 32nd Decrree
lubs
:
Somerset St. Botolph
Union Odd Volumes
Eastern Yacht Union Boat
Manchester Yacht Grange
Cruising of America Elks
FIGURE 4-2 (Continued)
THE LORING FAMILY
ABBREVIATED FAMILY THEE WITH SELECTED AFFILIATIONS
10 Augustus Peabody Loring b. 1915
1938 Harvard
19^0 Harvard School of
Bus iness
T „ . .. ,
m. Elisabeth Blakercesiaent
,
Lorinpr Wolcott Office
Trustee, Loring, Wolcott & CoolidgeChairman of the Board, Haverhill Gas Co.Director, Emhart Corp.
1 Hollingsworth & Vose Co.
,
New England Merchants Bank
Trustee, Consolidated Investment Trust
S?"i*2ntTTSS T5U?te?» ^abody MuseumTrustee, Woods Pole Oceanoprraohic Instn.
, Connecticut College
*
,
(Jotting School for Handicapped Children
,
harvard Mutual Foundation
Director, Bostonian Society
Treasurer, Boston Atheneum
Member, Trustees of Reservations
Overseer, Harvard College
Clubs : Somerset
Union
Tavern
10 Caleb Jr. b. 1921
19^3 Harvard
19^3 m. Rosemary Merrill
19^3-46 Lt.
, U.S. Navy
19^8-54 with Gaston, Snow, Motley and
Holt
191+8- Trustee and Director, Torino,
Wolcott & Collide
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FIGURE k-2 (Continued)
THE LOR ING FAMILY
ABBREVIATED FAMILY TREE WITH SELECTED AFFILIATION
10 Caleb Jr. (Continued) l959. Director, Fidelity
Management and Research
Corp.
1964-7^ Secretary, Vice-
President and General
Counsel, Fidelity
19724-77 Executive VP. Fidelity
1977- Treasurer, Fidelity
Sources
:
Lorlng Genealogy
.
Who's Who in Massachusetts.
, Vols
. One and Two
,
19^0-41, 19^5-^6.
Mass 80 Database.
FIGURE 4-3
THE BRISTOL FAMILY
ABBREVIATED FAMILY THEE WITH SKLKCTFD AFFILIATIONS
(D Benjamin Kiel Bristol
^Fl^t's'Kllls
Superlntendent
-
Bros. 4 Co.,
m. Pauline B. Phelps
children: Bennet B . . Edgar Kiel. ...?
(2 ) Bennet B. Bristol
b. 1868 Naugatuck, Conn.
Naugatuck High School
1893 Stevens Institute of Technology,
B.S. in Mechanical Eng.
m. 1898 Gertrude A. Bedford of Wins ted, Conn.
Children: Mary Louise, Helen, Rerford
. ^aulin*.
Margaret, Evelyn
m. 19^7 Agnes S. Thompson of Norfolk, Mass.
Treasurer, The Foyboro Company
President, Foxboro National Bank
Director, The Citizens and Manufacturers National
Bank, Waterbury, Conn.
Selectman, Foxboro, three years
Chairman, Liberty Loan Drives
Member, American Society of Mechanical Engineers
,
Mansfield Rotary
(2) Edgar Hiel Bristol
b. 1871 Naugatuck, Conn.
Naugatuck High School
Naugatuck High School
16k
(FIGURE 4-3 Continued)
TEE BRISTOL FAMILY
ABBREVIATED FAMILY TPEE WITH s^T^TPn AWTaTTTinca .vi in &JSLBCTEB AFFILIATIONS
m. 1895 May Clarirda Rexford of Winsted, CorrChildren: Benjamin H.
, Marion R.
, ElianorTiGertrude R
. , Justine R.
J2S"JSS Kachinist ' ^oss and Spears1890-1893 Toolmaker, then Production Manager, TheBristol Company
1893-1907 Vice-President and Director, The BristolCompany
1907- President, The Foxboro Company
\. l, The Service Company (Foxboro)Vice-President, The Bristol Commny
(Waterbury, Conn. )
Director, Foxboro National Bank
"
t First National Bank of Mansfield
rounder and Chairman, Partners in Living
,
People's Fair Tax League
,
Highland's Health Center, Falmouth
Author, Taxation and Sound Money
( 3 ) Benjamin Kiel Brist ol
b. I896 Naugatuck, Conn.
Worcester Academy
1918 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, B.S.
m. 1933 Lida C. Brannon
children: Edgar H.
, Eleanor C, William L.
1919- with the foxboro Comoany
19£tij.-1962 ^resident and Director
1962- 1967 Chairman of the Board and Director
1967- Director
1938- with Foxboro National Bank
19^2-1963 Vice-President
1963- 1967 President
1967- Chairman of the Board and Director
FIGURE a- 3 (Continued)
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THE BRISTOL FAMILY
ABBREVIATED FAMILY TREE t,ITH ,FLECTED AmLIAT10Nf?
^jamj^jy^Br^tol (Continued)
Director, The Sentry Company
Trustee, Worcester Academy
Trustee, Mass. Memorial Hospital
Trustee, Norwood Hospital
Served with U.S. Navy, 1918-1919
Member, Scientific Apparatus Makers of AmericaHonorary Member, Instrument Society of America
Sources: Who^s Who in Massachusetts Vols. One andTwo, 19^0-Zil, 1945-^6.
Mass 80 Database
N.Y. Times
July, 25, 19^
E.H. Bristol obit.
(3) Rexford All yn Bristol
b. 1903 Naup;atuck, Conn.
192*4- Amherst College, B.A
.
1926 M.I.T., B.S.
1951 Suffolk University D.C.S. (hon.
)
1976 Curry College, L.L.D. (hon.)
m. 1926 Margaret E. Chickering
children: Betsy B.
,
Margaret^A. and Barbara A.
(twins )
1926- with The Foxboro Company
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THE BRISTOL FAMILY
ABBREVIATED FAMILY TREE WITH SELECTFT) n. TTTA , T'-^^^IcD AFFILIATIONS
Rexford Allyn Bristol (Continued)
1Q?o"iq2S enpasred iri ^anufacturinp;
IQkn
9 e"**,*ed in engineering
StJn — -I-
1958-1962 Executive Vice-President
1968-1971 Chairman of the Board
y '±
~ Chairman of the Executive Committee
196?"lQ68 ^
esident
»
Foxboro National Bank3-19 vice President, Foxboro National Bank
Director, Arkwright-Boston Insurance Co.
t New England Merchants Bank
,
Robertson Factories, Inc. (Taunton)
,
The Sentry Company (Foxboro)
Trustee, Stadium Realty Trust (Foxboro)
Member, Massachusetts Advisory Council on Vocational,
Technical Education
Trustee, Suffolk University
Chairman of the Board, Mass. Taxpayers Foundation
Trustee, Retina Foundation
Trustee, Dean Junior Collesre
Member of the Corp., Northeastern University
Member of the CorD.
, Wentworth Institute
Member of the CorD., Museum of Science (Boston)
Member, Electrical Manufacturers Club
Honorary Member, Instrument Society of America
President, Norfolk Trust Club
Member, Chi Psi
Member, Algonquin Club (Boston)
Member, University Club (Boston)
Member of the Corp., Boston Society of Natural
History
16 7
FIGURE k-U.
EDGAR H. BRISTOL'S DAUGHTERS' MARRIAGE ALLIANCES
Crocker
Braeburn Country ClUb Vice-President, Manufacturing
CO. &
Industrial Chemist
Civil Engineer and bank V?
Security Salesman
Stockbroker
Sheriff
Episcopal Chaplain at Princeton,later Headmaster of Groton School
Ferry
Braeburn Country Club
Union Club
University Club
Society of the
Cincinnati
Mason (Grand Master
for Mass
.
)
Harvard
Vice-President, publishing co.
Vice-President, insurance co.
Investment broker
Accountant
Lawyer
Commissioner of Eanks (Kass.)
Architect
Doctor
Novelist
Journalist
Prof. Geology, Williams
Prof. Philosophy, Harvard
Episcopal Bishop of Rhode Island
FIGURE U-U (Continued)
EDGAR K. BRISTOL'S DAUGHTERS' MARRIAGE ALLIANCES
Laws on
Mas on Vice-President, bank holding co.Congregational is t Minister,
of 3ethany Church, Foxboro
Jones
Mas on
The Country
Harvard
Union
Secretary, insurance co.
Director, steel co.
Real estate manager
Lawyer
Librarian
Superintendant of Schools
Prof. Medicine, Harvard
Sources : Who's Who in Massac husptttg
.
Larkin, Roosevelt, Larkin
\
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FIGURE k-5
ABBREVIATED RABINOVITZ-RABB FAMILY TREE
Nac hman
18^6-1903
m.
Yente
1848-1920
Source :
Max
_
Beile
_ Golde
Joseph
1878-1967
TO.
Lottie Wolf
1882-1958
Sidney
b. 1900
m. -
Esther Cohn
b. 1899
Jacob
1886 (?) -
m.
Ada.
Rabinovit'z
~ Isidore
Norman
b. 1905
m. —
Eleanor
Eostein
b. 1912
Jeanette
b. 1909
~ Julius
TO.
S idney
Solomon
1902-1975
Irving
b. 1913
m.—
1
Charlotte
Frank
b. 1914
Janice
•Rabb Family Tree: 1975*
Suffolk Probate
Docket ^33107
and Who's Who in Mas sachusetts
19^5-19^6.
Helene
b. 1920
m.
Norman Cahners
b. 191U
Carol
b. 1931
m.
Avrara Goldberc
b. 1930
-Hope
b. 1935
m.
Julian Edison
Jane
Richard
PeterJay Soloman
b. 1938
m.
Linda Newman
I
Betty
b. 19^0
LJames b.
Vols. One and Two.
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FIGURE 4-6
I. Jewish First
Institutions Generation
-Associated/Combined
Jewish Philanthropies
Beth Israel Hospital
Temple Kehillath
Israel
Joseph
Joseph
Jacob
Second
Generation
Sidney
Norman
Irving
Norman
Sidney-
Irving
Esther
Joseph Sidney
Third
Generation
Avram
Norman
Helene
Norman
Irving
Helene
Avram
Brandeis University
Eelmon C. Club
S idney
Norman
Irving
Sidney
Norman
Irving
Norman
Norman
II. Non-Jewish, Elite,
and Upper Class
Institutions
Commercial Club
Massachusetts General
Hospital
Children's Hospital
Medical Center
Museum of Science
( Boston
)
Sidney
Sidney
Norman
Sidney
Norman
Avram
Norman
Carol
Norman
Helene
Norman
Helene
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FIGURE ^-6 (Continued)
OVSBI*™ AFFILIATIONS OF THE HA BB FA.IIY BY GENERATION
II. Non-Jewish, Elite,
and Upper Class First
Institutions Generation
Boston Symphony
Orchestra
Boy's Clubs of Boston
Massachusetts Committee
of Catholics, Protest-
ants
, and Jews
Harvard University
(Visiting Committees)
Boston College
Northeastern University
Harvard Club of Boston
Second
Generation
Sidney
Irving
Sidney
Sidney
Sidney
Sidney
Sidney
Norman
S idney
Irving
Norman
Third
Ge Deratio n
Fe lene
Norman
Norman
Avram
Norman
Carol
Avram
Avram
Norman
Norman
Avram
III. Economic
Affiliations
First Second Third
Generation Generation Generation
Economy Grocery Stores/ Joseph
Stop & Shop Jacob
(and
other
family
members
)
Sidney Norman
Norman Avram
Irving Carol
Julian Edison
Boston Edison Sidney Helene
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FIGURE k-6 (Continued)
OVERLA PPING AFFILIATIONS OP THE BABB FAMILY BY GENERATION
3. Nor^ a^ssrs&sr;^ r^r^r-
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FIGURE
HARVARD DEGREES TAKEN BY THE RA BBS AND
Rabbs Date
THEIR IN-LAWS
In- Laws
Sidney
Norman
Irving
Carol
1911
1913
1920
1922
192^
1925
193^
1936
1939(?)
19^7
W9
1951
1953
1955
Lewis Goldberg
Lewis Goldberg L.L.B.
Sidney L. Solomon
Sidney L. Solomon M.B.A
.
Norman Cahners
Fulton I. Cahners
Walter J. Cahners
Bernard Edison
Avram Goldberg, Julian
Edison,
Bernard Edison M.B.A.
Julian Edison M.B.A.
Avram Goldberg J.D.
(Advanced Management Program)
Sidney
M.A. Honorary
1962
1? Li
FIGURE U-fl
THE STOP & SHOP COMPANIES. IMC nOARD OF DIRECTORS 1981
SJCDNEYRAJBB
Chairman of the "Board
IRVING RA BB
vice-Chairman
NORMA I? RABB
Rtd Vice-Chairman
-A
V
RAM GOLDBERG
Pres ident
CAROL GOLDBERG
Senior Vice-President
Robert J. Levin
Senior Vice-President
Albert S
. Frager
Senior VP, Treasurer
Chief Financial Officer
Lloyd D. Tarlin
Htd Senior VP
Rtd VP University
Eank and Trust Company
NORMA N L. CAHNERS
ChBd & CEO Cahners
JULIAN I. EDISON
ChBd & President
Edison Brothers Stores, Inc.
William F. Pounds
Professor Sloan School
of Management MIT
Phyllis A. Wallace
Professor Sloan School
of Management MIT
John G.L. Cabot
Senior Vice-President
Cabot Cornoration
William W. ^olbach
Clifton B. Cor
Rtd. VIce-Chairman
Rtd ChBd The Boston Company The Greyhound Corporation
President South Eleithera
Properties, Ltd.
employee or forme r employe e of Stop & Shop
RABB OR RABB IN-LAW
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APPENDIX 0? TABLES
TABLE A-l
THE MASS 80 CORPORATIONS BY S-CTOR
is—^orty~Two Industrial (a )
Raytheon
Digital Equipment
Gillette
Cabot
Polaroid
Norton
General Cinema
Data General
EG & G
IdleWild Foods
Wyman-Gordon
Wang Laboratories
Foxboro
Dennison
Milton- Bradley
Seaboard Allied Milling
Itek
Bird & Son
M/A Com
Compugraphic
Prime Computer
Millipore
Ludlow
Stanley Home Products
Chelsea Industries
Compute rvls ion
Affiliated Publication
American Biltrite
Acton
Thermoelectron
William Carter
GCA
Genrad
Towle
StrideRite
Teradyne
Houghton Mifflin
Augat
Courier
Swank
Analog Devices
Compo Industries
B. Eleven Banks and Bank Holding Companies (a)
First National Boston Corp. Boston 5^ Savings
Baybanks, Inc. Kultibank
New England Merchants Worcester Bancorp
es (a) (Cont. )
Shawmut
-
State Street S,™51?f
t
S?
rn Sa^ings
Suffolk Franklin
Springfield Inst, for Savings
£j—Six Insurance Companies (a)
John Hancock u *.
Massachusetts Mutual State MutuafNew England Mutual Si^Boston
Rl Four NonBank Financial Companl es
Fidelity fund group Boston Company (b)Massachusetts Investors Putnam fund group
Trus t y
5 « Seven Utilities (a)
New England Telephone & Telegraph Boston EdisonNew England Electric System New England Gas andEastern Gas and Fuel Electric
Eastern Utilities Baystate Gas
F. Ten Kiscellaneous (Sales and Service ) Companies
Berkshire Hathaway Zayre
Pneumo Sonesta
Stop & Shop Ferini & Sons
Purity Supreme KITRE
King's Arthur D. Little
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) Ranked in descending ord«r bv .Wp ,
Deposit a Trust.
lnoluded a ba"k
.
the Boston Safe
TABLE A-2
NA MES OF
Adam, John Jr.
Adams, Charles F.
Alden, Vernon R.
Allison, Dwight L. Jr.
Anderson, Gerald S.
Avlla, Charles F.
Barnard, John Jr.
Barry, Allen G.
Bell, Walter D.
Eennett, George P.
Blssell, George S,
Bleicken, Gerhard D.
Eok, Joan T.
Brads haw, Melvin E.
Brewster, William S.
Bristol, Rexford A
.
Brown, Samuel C.
Brown, William L.
Bunting, Mary I.
Burr, Francis H.
Bush, John H.
Byrnes
, William L.
Cabot, Louis W.
Cahners
, Norman L.
Carter, Joseph R.
Chapman, Richard P.
Charpie
, Robert A
.
Chris tens on, Carl R.
Clapp, Eugene H. II
Clark, William J.
E 1980 BUSINESS ELIT^
Collier, Abram T.
Collins
, John F.
Conway, James F. jr .
Corey, 2. Raymond
Coven, Daniel
Crisp, Peter 0.
Cushman, Robert
Daley, Leo H.
D'Arbeloff, Alexander V.
Darling, Nelson J. Jr.
Driver, William R . Jr.
Duane, Harry B. Ill
Edgerley, William S.
Erickson, Roland A.
Eat in, Hans H.
Farwell, Frank L.
Feldberg, Stanley H.
Feldberg, Sumner L.
Fellows, Eaynes H. Jr.
Fetchero, James V.
Feuer, Leo L.
Flynn, Richard J.
Fouraker, Lawrence E.
Galligan, Thomas J. Jr.
Gaudrault, Robert J.
Gavin, James M
.
Gifford, Nelson S.
Goldberg, Avram J.
Goldberg, Carol R.
Gordon, Elliot M.
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TABLE A-2 (Continued)
NAMES OF THE l980 BUSINESS ELITE
Gray, John 3.
Gray, Paul E.
Griffin, Stephen J.
Grimm, Roland D.
Groves
, Samuel A.
Hager, Peter A.
Hallovrell, Roger H.
Hamilton, Philip B.
Hanify, Edward B.
Harmon, James A.
Hastings
, Glenn A.
Haydock, Robert Jr.
Healey, Joseph P.
Hill, Richard D.
Hogan, Daniel
Holmes, D. Brainerd
Horan, Thomas M.
Rowland, Weston Jr.
Hunt, John D.
Hurwitz, Herbert J.
Jacobs on, M, Howard
Jenkins, Robert F.
Jenney, Robert M.
Jennings, E . Morton Jr.
Jeppson, John II
Johnson, Robert L.
Jones , Frank S
.
Jones
, Gordon B.
Jones
,
Henry W.
Jordan, Robert C.
Killian, James R . jr#
Land, James N.
Lawrence, Robert A.
Lazarus
, Maurice
Lowe, Philip L.
Lutnicki, Victor
MacDougall, Roderick M.
Magee, John F.
Martin, James R.
Martin, Lawrence H.
Martin, Vincent G.
Mason, Austin B.
Matz, J. Edwin
McCarthy, Xathryn A.
McCune, William J. Jr.
McSlwee, John G.
McGourty, Lawrence E.
Mehrtens
, Paul H.
Mercer, William C.
Miller, Harold T.
Mockler, Colman M. Jr.
Morse, Richard S.
Mueller, Robert X.
Mulligan, Edward W.
Maylor, George M. Jr.
Nichols
,
Guy W.
Oakes
, Stewart F.
O'Keefe, Bernard J.
Oldershaw, Louis
Olsen, Kenneth H.
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TA BLE A-2 (Continued)
NAMES OP THE
Perinl, David B.
Perkins, Homer G.
Phalen, George E. Jr.
Philips, John N.
Phillips, Edward E. Ill
Phillips, Thomas L.
Pitt, Earle W.
Pounds, William p.
Pratt, Albert
Pruyn, William J.
Putnam, David P.
Putnam, George Jr.
Rabb, Sidney R.
Rich, John P.
Rogers on, John E.
Roth, Herbert Jr.
Rowe, Dorothy S.
Salatich, William G.
Salmon, Walter J.
Sanders, Charles A.
Sargent, Hester L.
Schumacher, E. Weldon
Shea, James J.
Short, Winthrop A.
Siegfried, Robert E.
Singleton, Philip A.
Sisco, Joseph J.
Sloan, Norton Q.
Smith
, Richard A
.
Sonnabend, Paul
1980 BUSINESS ELITE
Sorenson, Ralph Z. II
Spring, John K.
Staszesky, Francis M,
Steiger, Albert E. Jr.
Stevens, Edward B.
Stoddard, Robert W.
Stoneman, S. Sidney
Strehle, Glenn P.
Testa, Richard J.
Thurston, William R.
Trigg, D. Thomas
Vappi, c. Vincent
Walkowicz, Teddy F.
Wang, An
Washburn, H. Bradford Jr.
Westin, G. Richard
Winc;ate, Ro^er H.
Wolbach, William W.
Yeager, C. Robert
Younp>, Richard B.
Source
:
Mass 80 Database
TABLE A-3
YEAR OP BIRTH OF THE BUSINESS
(n
ELITE
= 155)
Year
Number of
lnaiviauals
Born in
maze xear Year
Number of
Individual
Born in
That Year
1900 1 1918
5
1901 1 1919 13
1902 1 1920
5
1903 1 1921 9
1904 1 1922 1
190*57 w ^ 1 1923 6
1906 H 1924 7
1907
5 1925 6
17VU 1 1926 5
1909
3 1927 6
191 0
5 1928 3
1911/ J- -L. /:0 1929 5
I9I2 2 1930 3
1913 5 1931 3
191^ 7 1932 2
1915 6 1933 2
1916 6 1935 1
1917 8 1937 2
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TABLE A-3 (Continued)
YEAH OF BIRTH OF THE BUSINESS ELITE
Number of
Individuals
Born In
Year That Year
1939 1
(Missing) (15)
Total 170
Source: Mass 80 Database
I i
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TABLE A-L
PI^CE OF BIRTH 3, STATE OH COUNTR* OF THE BUSINESS ELITE
(n = 150)
State
(or Country If
Bom Outside
the United St^t.pc Number of Individuals Bornin That State ( or CountryJ
Massachusetts
66
New York
16
Penns ylvania
9
Illinois
8
Ohio
7
Connecticut
k
Iowa U
Maine
New Jersey k
Rhode Island 3
Michigan
3
Missouri
3
Texas
3
Indiana 2
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TABLE A-4 (Continued)
PI^CE OP BIRTH BY STATE OR COUNTRY OF THE BUSINESS ELITE
State
(or Country if
— xn inat state (or Country)
North Carolina
2
S^^^feSK; ^esota,
onfeach.^
1^' Czechs1™^
-
^ance, and Scotland,
(Missing)
( 20 j
Total 170
Source: Kass 80 Database
Title
TABLE A-
5
JOB TITLES OF THE BUSINESS ELITE
(n = 170)
Number of Individual
Total
47
38
21
19
Chairman of the Board
President
Retired
Vice President
Partner
Other Executive 10
College
-Administrator 7
Consultant
5
Professor
3
Professional Director 3
Health Administrator 2
Museum Administrator 1
170
Source: Mass 80 Database
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TABLE A
-6
INDIVIDUALS HOLDING POUR OR MORE MASS 80
DIRECTORSHIPS IN I98O
Name
Number of Primary
mss 80 SPAt.^ Affiliation
n = 20
Sector
Hill, Richard 7 First Natl
Bank Eoston
Banking
Col H A "K-»*o
m
5 (R)NE Mutual Insurance
Jenkl n<? nnVio-r»+-u cjmma f no D6r u 5 Bird & Son Industry
\j iiccic
, .Derriaru. 5 EG & G Industry
Adams
, Charles Raytheon Industry
Charpie
, Robert k Cabot/MITRE Industry
Coven, Daniel k Cole Natl. Consulting
Farwell, Frank k Liberty Mtl. Insurance
Galligan, Thomas h Boston Edison Utility
Gifford, Nelson k Dennison Industry
Gordon, Elliot Towle Industry
Gray , Paul M.I.T. Fducation
Hamilton, Philip U (R )Dennison Industry
Lazarus
, Maurice Federated D.S. Sales &
Service
MacDougall
,
Roderick
4 NE Merchants Banking
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TABLE A
-6 (Continued)
INDIVIDUALS HOLDING POUR OR MORE MASS 80
DIRECTORSHIPS IN 1980
Name
Number of Primary
Mass 80 Seats Affiliation Sector
Magee
, John
Martin, James
Mockler, Colman
Pounds, William
Spring, John
Arthur D. Little
Mass. Mutual
Gillette
M.I.T.
Welch & Porbes
Sales &
Service
Insurance
Industry-
Education
Nonbank
Financial
Source: Mass 80 Database
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TABLE A-7
CIVIC AFFILIATIONS OF THE BUSINESS ELITE
A. Hospital Directorship nr the 1980 Elite
Hospital
:
Number of the Elite on that Hospital's
Board
Massachusetts General 15 ( a )
Children's Hospital
-in
Medical Center
Massachusetts Eye & Ear 7
Beth Israel «
Peter Bent Brighaia 3
vew England Medical Center 3
University Hospital 3
Deaconess 2
New England Women's 2
St. Vincent Memorial 2
Hanhneman 2
Affiliated 2
Lahey Clinic 2
Twenty hospitals with one each.
Thirty-three hospitals 83 Directorships
(a) Hospital records were consulted for Massachusetts Gene
ral Hospital. In every other case, individual Wh o '
s
^ho entries were consulted and the results tabulated.
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TABLE A-7 (Continued)
CIVIC AFFILIATIONS OF THE BUSINESS ELITE
B. collet and University Tjnisteeshlps of the
1980 Elite
College ; Number of Elite Trus te e
s
Northeastern
Harvard
K.I.T.
Babson College
20
13
6
6
Brandels, Hadcliffe, Wellesley, Suffolk, Boston Uni-
versity, Tufts, University of Massachusetts, SpringfieldCollege, Wentworth, three each.
Assumption, Colby, Boston College, Holy Cross, Wheaton,
Fit. Holyoke, two each. Boston University, Bentlev.
Gordon.
Thirty colleges with one each.
52 Colleges 112 Trusteeships 80 Individuals
(a) Includes one Fellow, Four Overseers, and ten
members of various Harvard visiting committees.
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TABLE A-7 (Continued)
CIVIC AFFILIATIONS OF THE BUSINESS ELITE
1980 Elite
Institution
:
Number of Elite Affiliated With :
Museum of Science 26
Boston Symphony Orchestra 13
New England Aquarium n
Mass. Committee Of Catholics, 7Frotestants and Jews
Museum of Fine Arts 5
Woods Hole Oceanocraphic u
Institute
TABLE A-7 (Continued)
CIVIC AFFILIATIONS OF THE BUSINESS ELITE
~
—Business Organization Membership ftf the 1Q8Q eh*
Organization; Humber_pf Elite Who Bel oner
.
Greater Boston
Chamber of Commerce
12
Associated Industries 12
of Massachusetts
Business Council
5
Eusiness Roundtable u
National Association h
of Manufacturers
Committee for Economic l±
Development
Conference Board 3
Council on Foreign 2
Relations
World Affairs Council 2
National Foreign 2
Trade Council
National Alliance 1
of Businessmen
APPENDIX ON METHODS
"* Const™>tlon nf the Mass 80
The first step was the construction of a cross -
Industry samnle of the most prominent
corporation s in 1980, in collaboration with Jeffrey
Segel. Here we tried to follow the lead of William
Miller, and of other scholars of the business elite,
1
who examined the differences between businessmen who
worked in different Industries
.
After much debate, six economic sectors were
selected, by seat of the pants reasoning, as represent-
ative of the state's economic power-bases: Industry
,
banking, insurance
, nor bank financial
, utilities
, and
sales and service. The forty-two industrial companies
were taken from the 1981 "Fortune Five Hundred" and
"Fortune Second Five Hundred ." 2 based on sales for the
year 1980. Each firm was based in Massachusetts and
publicly held, and according to the criteria of the
One Thousand's selection, each derived more than half
its sales from manufacturing and/or raining. ^ All of
the industrial companies had sales of over $100 million
in 1980 . \
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Moody's Utilities Manual* yielded a list of
twenty-nine non-municipally-owned utility companies
operating in Massachusetts. Utilities which were
subsidiaries of other firms were excluded, 5 as were
utilities headquartered outside Massachusetts. The
remaining seven utility companies were added to the
corporate sample.
The eleven largest banks or bank holding companies,
and the sl* largest insurance oomganles were drawn from
The 50 , 000 Largest Corporations 6 All companies in
either category which were headquartered in Massachusetts
were considered; banks with deposits in excess of $500
million, and insurance companies with admitted assets
in excess of $500 million, were added to the sample.
These included seven commercial bank holding companies
and four savings banks, four life insurance firms and
two casualty insurance companies.
The nonbank Financial sector presented special
problems "because groups of separate, specialized funds
are established under common management to pursue differ-
ent investment goals
. In addition, this sector had
the highest proportion of large, but privately-held,
g
firms. Hence the four most prominent publicly-held
226
fund groups were selected, each includes at least one
fund with net assets in excess of &500 million.
The sales and service sector was compounded,
somewhat more arbitrarily, by scanning The 60.000
largest Corporations listing for firms which fit the
evolvin* criteria. Each had to be based in Massachu-
setts, publicly-held, independent, and with sales in
excess of $100 mi llion. Ten
_such firms were se1^H ,
most were engaged in wholesaling or retailing, but
the group included a hotel chain (Sonesta), a construc-
tion company (Perini), and two "think tanks" ( MITRE
Corporation and Arthur D. Little, Inc.).
Thus the Mass 80 corporate sample, composed of
eighty firms (see Table A-l), met four criteria. Each
of the eighty firms was
:
1 ) headquartered in Massachusetts
,
2) independent , i.e. none (except New England
Telephone ) was a subsidiary, affiliate, or
division of another organization,
3) publicly- he Id . i.e. its stock was available
for purchase,
k ) one of the largest in its sector in the state
,
i.e. in each sector the largest firms (based
on sales, admitted assets, or deposits for
1980) were selected.
At this point, a 1980 Annual Report and 10K filing
227
was obtained for each of the eighty firms
.
I^Blosraphlcal hfomtm, on the m™^. pf the
Kass 80 Corporgjh.j_rme
After settling on eighty firms, the Mass 80
corporate sample, each of the firms was checked in
Volume One of Standard & Poor's Register of Cor£ora
tlons, Directors, and Executives (1980). Then a k X 6
card was initiated 10 for each of the directors of
each of the companies: 861 people. Each card was
then checked against Volume Two of the Register , and
for each person listed, information on principal busi-
ness affiliation, residence, date and place of birth,
college(s) and year(s) of graduation, other business
affiliations, and "fraternal memberships," was recorded
on the card. The information in Volume Two of the
Register is confirmed by the subject (annually), and
checked by the editors against other reference sources.
Each director was then checked against the 1980
Marquis Who's Who Publications Index to All Books . 11
If listed in any of the books, each director's entry
was located, photocopied, and affixed to the card.
These entries contined detailed information on the
228
families, careers, and affiliations of the subjects,
as reported by the subjects themselves.
Each director was then checked against the 19 80
Directory of Directors in the nty of Boston and
Vicinity, and in the 1980 Dun and Brads tr^+. »
.
Reference Book of Corporate r^gmej^.^ Information
from the Directory
,
was recorded by hand, capsule bio-
graphies from Dun and Brads tree t were photocopied and
affixed to the cards. Each director was also checked
for inclusion in the Social Register (1980),^ any
missing information was added to the cards.
None of the five major reference sources contain-
ed an entry for all the Mass 80 directors. Other
sources were consulted in an effort to fill in the
gaps
.
15
G. The Mass 80 Business Elite Sample
The group of 861 directors was too large to work
with; in order to pare it down those persons holding
only one Mass 80 directorship were put aside. One
hundred and fifty-two individuals remained, each hold-
ing two or more Mass 80 directorships,
1
^ as of 1980.
A further eighteen were added j those individuals who
held one Mass 80 directorship and also a directorship
in a subsidiary of another Mass 80 firm. Roger K.
Wingate, for example, was a director of Liberty
Mutual Life, and also a director of the Shawmut
Melrose-Wakefield Bank, a subsidiary of the Shawmut
Corporation? both Liberty Mutual and Shawmut were
Mass 80 corporations.
This group of 170 individuals contained those
persons with interlocking directorates within the Mass
80 corporate sample, persons with multiple roles and
voices in the state's largest corporations. This group
composed the Mass 80 Business Elite , (see Table A-2).
Kow accurately did the group reflect the state's
business elite? In the November 1981 issue of 'Boston'
1
8
Magazine, E.J. Kanh III identified twenty-four men
as members of "The Vault," an informal coterie of Bos-
ton's business movers and shakers. Eleven of the
twenty-four were included in the 170-member elite
sample, while another five were directors of a single
Mass corporation.
The sample was selected on the basis of interlock-
ing directorates, or multiple directorates, but it also
encompassed the state's highest-paid businessmen. A
•Boston' magazine survey in May 1 9 82 19 showed
23 °
thirty-seven businessmen with income in excess of
32 50,000 for 1981. Thirty- two were employed by Mass
80 corporations; sixteen were included in the 170-
member elite sample.
After the selection of the elite grouo, further
biographical information was collected. 20 Then the
"dossiers" were trimmed down to forty-one variables
for computer coding. The biographical data was then
abstracted from k y 6 cards, tranlated to numbers on
a coding card, and input. After inspection, editing,
and correction, the Mass 80 Databas e, was subjected
to a series of SPSS programs, 21 ' 22 which tabulated and
correlated the data. Frequency counts and cross-
tabulations employed in the tables were generated by
this process and are footnoted as such.
The sources used to compile the Mass 80 database
I
are listed in a special section of the Bibliography
.

